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ith thanks to the Justice Action Group, Canon Richard and many
others we are pleased to announce that Southwell Minster is
now, formally registered as a Fairtrade Cathedral. Further details will
follow in the next edition of Southwell Leaves.

Front cover credit:
Summer in Cressbrook Dale by David Measures
With thanks to Christine Measures

Join us on Facebook search for southwell-minster and click 'like' to
keep up to date with news and information.

If you are interested in submitting an article for
consideration for the next issue, please email your offering
to hugh.middleton@nottingham.ac.uk
by 10th November 2020
This magazine is produced and printed by Jubilate
Communications CIC

I

Subscription

f you or friends you may know would like to take out an annual
subscription and receive copies by post please send details of your name,
address and telephone number with a cheque for £24:00, made out to
Southwell Cathedral Chapter, to Christine Kent, 16 Halloughton Road,
Southwell, Notts, NG25 0LR.
For more information please contact me on 01636 812750 or email:
chris.kent100@btinternet.com. If you live in Southwell I will be happy to
deliver your copies by hand and the annual cost will be £15:00.
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Christine Kent (on behalf of the editorial team)

Welcome to the October/November edition of Southwell Leaves
Our lives are still significantly influenced by coronavirus
restrictions and so, once again the magazine will be available
online for those who might find it difficult to get out and purchase
a copy. There are no wonderful concerts or other events to
publicise and the list of services we have provided has to be
understood as provisional. There is continuing uncertainty about
what the next few months will bring.

Another erstwhile Head Chorister writes about social unrest from
the perspective of a Cambridge post-graduate student studying
political thought and intellectual history. That is complemented by
Canon Vincent’s reflections upon the role of religion in the
forthcoming US Presidential election. There are three articles that
consider how the current pandemic might influence our lives
longer term; one from Framework’s front line amongst the
homeless and destitute, one which reflects from a more
theological perspective, and one which raises questions about
how we organise ourselves in the face of uncertainty. Bishop
Stephen Oliver recalls an earlier experience of racial unrest in
America, and Mike Kirton recalls the life of a notable local figure
who suffered the privations of life in a Japanese prisoner of war
camp, and went on to become Suffragan Bishop. There is news
and pictures of progress in the Chapter House, our Deanery
partners and more besides.

Nevertheless, as Dean Nicola reflects, the pandemic is giving us
much to think about. Many have come forward with contributions
and once again we can offer a feast of views and information. This
edition has been compiled during the Season of Creation, and that
is reflected in its content. David Measures, was known to many as
a talented local artist and naturalist, and his widow, Christine has
kindly allowed us to use one of his watercolours as the front
cover. Christine Kent provides some of the background to this.
There is also information about the origins of progress towards
celebrating a ‘Season of Creation’, some reflections upon biblical Enjoy! We are always on the lookout for new contributors, and so
notions of Creation from an ordained scientist, and we have
should you be so moved please get in touch. Details on the facing
included an edited version of Canon Richard’s Climate Sunday
page.
sermon which reflects upon the notion of Jubilee.
Hugh Middleton
There are items of excellent news. On the facing page you will see
the certificate formalising Southwell Minster’s status as a
We have included a list of services planned for October and
Fairtrade Cathedral, and the Dean and Chapter are please to
November, online and otherwise, but the clergy are keen to
announce the appointment of the Rev Dr Michèle Hampson to the emphasise this is provisional and could be subject to change. Keep
role of Warden at Sacrista Prebend. She introduces herself within. an eye open. Once again, we haven’t listed contacts because many
One of our erstwhile Head Chorister’s musical talents are
are unable to respond. If you wish to contact a member of the
celebrated.
clergy or have other urgent reasons for contacting Minster staff
please call 01636 812593.

Bible Verses for Reflection
God’s creation
You make springs gush forth in the valleys; they flow between the hills,
giving drink to every wild animal; the wild asses quench their thirst.
By the streams the birds of the air have their habitation;
they sing among the branches.
O Lord, how manifold are your works!
In wisdom you have made them all; the earth is full of your creatures.
Psalm 104: 10-12, 24
God’s gift of peace
He shall judge between the nations, and shall arbitrate for many peoples;
they shall beat their swords into ploughshares,
and their spears into pruning-hooks;
nation shall not lift up sword against nation,
neither shall they learn war any more.
Isaiah 2:4

Suggestions based on the ancient tradition of Sacred Reading ('Lectio Divina')
Read the verses slowly, perhaps more than once.
If any word or phrase strikes you in particular, stay with it, repeating it quietly to yourself.
Reflect about what God might be saying to you through this.
Move into quietness, resting in God's loving presence.
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From the Dean

‘We’ not ‘I’
The title of a newly published book grabbed my attention, ‘The
Lonely Century: Coming Together in a World that’s Pulling Apart’.
Its author, academic and broadcaster Noreena Hertz, listened to
students at London university, researched office and manual
workers, and long before Covid-19 and the new language of social
distancing, contactless, the Rule of Six, Zoom and computer
screens or ‘working from home’, diagnosed the pandemic of
loneliness as characterising the early decades of the twenty first
century. We can see all too clearly how the virus has accelerated
this bewildering and common experience. Hertz calculates that
loneliness increases our risk of heart disease, cancer, and
dementia; threatens our mental health and impacts on our
physical health as much as smoking fifteen cigarettes a day. She
urges leaders to rethink how we communicate and foster
community once again, but disappointingly makes scant reference
to faith groups in general or churches in particular. Perhaps this
illustrates how we have fallen off the radar for many modern,
urban people who may never encounter a Christian in their
workplace, college hall or local neighbourhood.

creatures. As Jonathan Sacks
reminds us, ‘It is about ‘Us’,
not ‘Me’; about ‘We’ not ‘I’.
If we focus on the ‘I’ and lose
the ‘We’, if we act on selfinterest without a
commitment to the common
good, if we focus on self-esteem and lose our care for others…we
will lose our collective responsibility ...people will feel alone and
vulnerable.’

Many are feeling anxious about the coming months. We hope and
pray that we will not face further restrictions in worship or
opening the Minster to visitors, but we cannot be sure. Our prime
vocation is to pray and intercede for the world and our local
communities. We are to keep looking out for others – the lifeline
of a phone call or letter, the reassurance of a smile to a stranger,
lavish generosity and care to those who are feeling the cold winds
of economic hardship. This horrible pandemic is reminding us that
human beings are made for relationship: we are social not solitary

Lord, though we change, thou art the same;
The same sweet God of love and light:
Restore this day, for thy great name,
Unto his ancient and miraculous right.

Much of life has changed and is on hold, and we need to ‘stay
safe’. But we have new opportunities to connect and reach out.
What will never change is God’s constancy and faithfulness in
Christ holding us through dark times so we can hold others. In the
beautiful words of George Herbert, writing of the ‘Sweet Dove’ of
the Holy Spirit, in his poem ‘Whitsunday’ (and sung by a lone
cantor at the Ordination of Deacons this year to the music of
Grayston Ives):

May our lives direct others to ‘his ancient and miraculous right’ of
healing, hope, restoration, and love.

News from Chapter

D

uring lockdown, Chapter has continued to meet monthly via the internet.

Focus has, of course, been on managing the effect on the Minster that these difficult times are
causing including:Staff, Volunteers, Parishioners, Contractors, The Refectory, The Minster Shop and the overall
financial effect. Supporting Staff that have been furloughed and those who have remained at
work.
In addition to this, Chapter has accepted the audited accounts for 2019 and is working on a
strategic plan on how to secure a sound financial base for the Minster’s future.
Repairs to the Nave roof have been completed and work restarted on the Chapter House.
Chapter wishes to record its thanks to all the Volunteers and Staff who continue to work so hard.
Finally, a thank you to all the Clergy for their tremendous efforts in these unique times.
Andy Corner, 07710869968 andrew_corner@hotmail.com
Jan Richardson, 01636 812651 chrisnjan804@btinternet.com
Parish Representatives
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Every blessing, Dean Nicola

David Measures at Cressbrook Dale

A

lmost fifty years ago, in 1973, the
renowned botanist, television
presenter, author and environmental
campaigner David Bellamy visited
Southwell Minster. He had come to the
area in order to film and report upon a
population of butterflies known as David’s
Meadow. Local artist and naturalist David
Measures had studied, drawn and
catalogued the butterfly population along
what was still the old railway to Fiskerton
over a period of some five years.

Water and light were always very important
to David and we can see in the cover image,
dated August 2003, that his wife Christine has
kindly allowed us to use, the colours and light
of summer and the river below still full and
flowing. David became ill during this period
and says: ‘at first I was too weak to drive
myself so Christine my wife drove me and each
time I sat painting she painted me!’

David liked to write about his work and below
we get a glimpse of his creative processes as
he reflects on landscape painting: ‘Landscape
Bellamy and his team also took the
work is different from natural history work!
opportunity to acquaint themselves with
No longer tied to an accurate faithful
our medieval stone carvings. In Bellamy’s
depiction of the wildlife content and a
Britain, the book based upon that
journalistic appraisal, I am free to build up and
television series, he wrote ‘It is an
seek the most inspirational compositions from
interesting fact that, not long after the
the length of wooded valley that stretches
Chapter House was completed the climate of Britain took a turn for before you. I can listen and be directed by my inclinations. At first, I
the worse and the vineyards disappeared from England. The record try a direct approach; move off at a tangent; remain open and
in stone is just one the many pieces of evidence that tell us of the
opportunistic. Each time I weigh up what is needed, edging closer…
environment as it was in the 13th century. It is in this way, that
or get it wildly wrong; but that can help too! I rely ultimately on
throughout history the artists have been the librarians of ecological optimism and allow ‘chance’ to play a part; and in the end it
fact, sensing the changing environments and recording them for
comes.’
posterity.’
It would not surprise those
In highlighting the Season of
who knew David that he was
Creation in this issue of Leaves
soon captivated by the natural
it seemed appropriate to
history of the valley. He writes:
choose a front cover that
‘It took several years to realise
celebrated creation and the
that this wooded limestone
living world. The work of David
valley where I came to paint
Measures was an obvious
watercolours had here and
choice. David lived in
there a potential for moths and
Westhorpe and his art was
butterflies that until now had
intimately bound up with his
completely passed me by!’ He
deep knowledge and
was soon recording his
understanding of the natural
discoveries in his own unique
history of the area. He also had
style, pages crammed with
a great love for the Minster.
spontaneous drawings and
notes filling every available
The watercolour we chose is
space and some not quite
one of a series of paintings of
available. In his friend Julian
Cressbrook Dale, a wooded
Spalding’s words ‘His solution:
limestone valley in Derbyshire.
to capture them on sheets of
He was familiar with the valley
paper, bright colours brushed,
from taking art students there
rolled and shoved about,
and when he retired in 1992 he says: ‘it seemed a good way to
smudged, stained and run, shades and lines and streaks of light, till
start the week to return to Cressbrook on Mondays and paint
he carves out a space that is luminous and full, mirroring out there
outdoors whatever the weather’…
the radiance embraced within his retina’.
…’ in 2003 I began a new set of work where, by returning to the
same spot on which to sit, throughout a period of weeks and
months I would paint a new watercolour each time with no changes
and additions, and always the same set of features in my view. In
these I was primarily responding to season change, weather change
and perhaps allowing changes within oneself to show. This set went
on throughout 2004 and then again during most of 2005. I was
attempting to get a calendar of images which encapsulated an
entire season.’

David himself writes: ‘All my written observations as well as the
drawings take place in the field to retain maximum authenticity. I
like to think that by so doing I attempt that most elusive quality, the
life of the creature. And like every butterfly hunter of the past who
seeks his quarry in the wonder of the great outdoors undoubtably
there is an element of hedonism in the chase!’
Christine Kent
With warm thanks to Christine Measures
who generously gave me access to David’s archive,
and with fond memories of David.
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Celebrating the Season of Creation

T

he list is a long one: A Rocha, Christian Climate Action,
Christian Concern for One World, Eco Church, Greenbelt,
GreenSpirit (once the Association for Creation Spirituality), Hope
in Action, National Justice and Peace Network, Tearfund, and
undoubtedly more. A couple of hours browsing the internet
revealed these, but the list is surely incomplete. There is a
multitude of organisations, publications, events and other
expressions of interest in celebrating associations between
religious faith, of all varieties, humility in the face of creation,
and the need to respect and care for the environment.

transfiguration of all Creation through Christ’s redemption,
rather than individual salvation which has been the hallmark of
both Roman Catholic and Protestant traditions. Barely surprising,
then, that Ecumenical Patriarch Dimitrios I proclaimed 1
September as a day of prayer for creation in 1989. The Orthodox
church year traditionally starts on that day, with a
commemoration of how God created the world.

Pope Francis endorsed the Roman Catholic Church’s
commitment in 2015, proposing that: “From 1 September
through 4 October, [the Feast of St. Francis of Assisi], we will
Intriguingly, HRH Prince Philip was instrumental in creating the
enter a time of restoration and hope, a jubilee for our Earth, that
Alliance of Religions and Conservation (ARC) which has served as requires radically new ways of living with creation … a season for
an umbrella for this movement. Last year ARC signed off
letting our prayer be inspired anew by closeness to nature … to
because, in their own words “we have done what we set out to reflect on our lifestyles … for undertaking prophetic actions …
do.” After twenty three years brokering links between the
directing the planet towards life, not death.”
world's major faiths and organisations working on environment
programmes, that work has been taken up by the International
Since then, Anglicans, Lutherans, Evangelicals, and Reformed
Network for Conservation and Religion which now serves to
Christians have embraced the season as part of their annual
provide information and consultancy support to faith-based
calendar. Archbishop Justin contributes: “As people of faith, we
environmental projects around the world.
don’t just state our beliefs — we live them out. One belief is that
we find purpose and joy in loving our neighbours. Another is that
1986 was to see the 25th anniversary of the World Wildlife Fund. we are charged by our creator with taking good care of his
At the time Prince Philip was the President. In an interview with creation. Different expressions of the Christian faith are freshly
him in 2003 he outlined what happened;
united around the need to care for our common home.”
“There was much discussion about where to have the
anniversary international conference, and in the end, Assisi was
chosen, for fairly obvious reasons. The plan was for the "secular"
conference to take place in the town, but I thought that it would
be a good idea to take advantage of Assisi to try to get the major
religions to take an interest in the conservation of nature.

He encourages the Church of England to embrace this
commitment. ““Creation is God’s intricate work of art, and
human beings are privileged to be placed within it. In this Season
of Creation, we celebrate God the Creator, we thank God for the
extraordinary riches of his grace. But we also come in sorrow for
the way we have defaced creation and misused it for our own
ends. In this Season, let’s find again a true vision of what being
The people that we needed to get to were the ones who lived in made in the image of God and caring for creation can mean, and
the areas of greatest risk, and the areas where the potential for commit ourselves to action”. The Season of Creation has taken
biological diversity was highest. It occurred to me that the
its place alongside Advent, Lent and the other seasons of the
people who could most easily communicate with them were
Church's year. Here at Southwell Minster we marked the Season
their religious leaders. They are in touch with their local
with prayers for the well-being of the planet on September 13
population more than anyone else. And if we could get the local and we will celebrate the Feast of St. Francis. Given our
leaders to appreciate their responsibility for the environment
commitment to explore the meaning of the Chapter House
then they would be able to explain that responsibility to the
medieval stone carvings of leaves we must surely embrace the
people of their faith.” He went on to say “If you believe in God … Season of Creation with enthusiasm.
then you should feel a responsibility to care for His Creation."
Hugh Middleton and Bishop Ronald Milner
The initiative was a success. Religious leaders
of many persuasions were able to find
common ground in their differing conceptions
of Creation, the need to respect it and concern
over how it is being ravaged by human activity.
As ARC's secretary general Martin Palmer put
it; “At the time many people – on all sides –
thought there was little connection between
religions and the environment. Now it is rare
to find anyone in a key decision-making role
who is sceptical.”
Historically within Christianity, Eastern
Orthodox theology has tended to be more
mystical and pantheistic than the traditions
which have developed in the Christian West.
There is an emphasis on the renewal and
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Bible, creation, evolution, science

I

write this as a former teacher of Anatomy and
Embryology to medical students (for 11 years a colleague
of Christine Kent) and since 2006 a priest of the C of E, latterly
Vicar of Burton upon Trent, now retired.

wasting your time on. If people want to insist the Bible is a
scientific manual, that the earth was created about 6000 years
ago, and that dinosaurs and humans coexisted, good luck with
that. Don’t bother me with it, and stop teaching it.

The earliest Biblical ‘creation’ story is in Genesis 2 and 3: earth,
Adam and his rib, Eve, garden and talking serpent. It’s a myth –
that is to say a story that expresses profound truth. Actually, I
don’t think it’s really about creation. I think it’s an explanation
of why humans cock-up. In short, we put on fig leaves to hide
our fears, shame and insecurities and big ourselves up, the fig
leaf being the first fashion accessory hiding the reality
beneath. Herein lies the origin of egocentricity.

What is much more important is something that I’ve already
touched upon: “If pre-existent Christ-wisdom is the stardust of
the universe, Christ-wisdom is in every one of us” and indeed
in every living thing. We are creatures of this earth, no more
and no less, along with “all things creeping innumerable, both
small and great beasts” (Psalm 104 BCP) and – note this –
plants and fungi and bacteria and archaea – and viruses.
Unfortunately we’ve got this out of kilter, and I’m sorry to say
that our reading of the Bible must take the blame. In Genesis
The Genesis 1 story – “In the beginning God …” – came later. It 1:28 God reportedly tells humans to “be fruitful and multiply
is a glorious panoramic vision of the origin of the cosmos from and fill the earth and subdue it”. The way we have interpreted
big bang onwards. It is rich in meaning, with strands reaching this amounts to a criminal misrepresentation of the Hebrew.
back to even more ancient myths. You’ll see that the order of The message should be that we are to be responsible for, to
appearance of living things is pretty logical: plants, aquatic
nurture, to be good stewards of, to enable the earth and its
creatures, birds, land animals, then humans appearing at the
creatures to flourish. The idea that the earth is ours to plunder
last minute. In this there’s more than a hint of progressive
as we like is utterly evil. The truth is that “The earth is the
evolution.
Lord’s, and all that therein is”.
There is another snippet of a creation story that for me is spine As a race, humans have a woeful record in this regard. We see
-tingllng. Read Psalm 104 and Proverbs 8 especially v 22
around us the fruits of our unbridled greed and arrogance.
onwards. Another character is introduced, lady wisdom,
Reflect on that in the coming season of creation and harvest.
Sophia in Greek (the writer in Proverbs 8). Divine wisdom, the
pre-existent Christ, present alongside the creator at creation,
Stanley Monkhouse
the unformed stardust of which the universe is made (“hands
that fling stars into space”). If pre-existent Christ-wisdom is
the stardust of the universe, Christ-wisdom is in every one of
us. This is beautiful imagery: don’t take it literally, but let it
work on your imagination.
I said above that the first creation story kind-of hints at
evolution. Of course writers of Hebrew scripture knew
nothing of modern notions of evolution, but given that I do
not accept Biblical creation stories as historical fact, I see no
incompatibility with what they try to explain and what
modern science tries to explain. Did you know that the first
few days of mammalian development (yes, we are mammals
– apes in fact – get used to it) are a kind of speeded-up
evolution as things like tails appear then (usually) disappear,
to give but one example. As the 19th/20th century zoologist
Haeckel put it, “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny” (some of
you might like to look that up).

The Biblical stories are poetry, allegory – attempts to explain
what we observe and experience. They are rich sources for
speculation and reflection, particularly in relation to Greek
and Roman myths and folk tales of all cultures. Some people
believe them to be scientifically accurate, despite the fact
that they were written in a different language by humans
with a different world view in a different cultural milieu from
today’s – people who believed that the sun orbited the
earth and that there were seas under the earth and above
the skies. I can tell you that some “Bible-believing” medical
students were aghast to discover that women and men have
the same number of ribs. The idiocy of fundamentalism.
‘Pillars of the Eagle Nebula. Courtesy NASA’
Arguments about creationism versus evolution are not worth
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Books about Valuing Creation

R

adical Wordsworth, the Poet who changed the World’
Jonathan Bate. Publisher, William Collins

William Wordsworth became a cult figure in his later years and
was called the greatest poet after Shakespeare and Milton. For
most of his life, however, his best-selling work was his Guide to
the Lakes which was adapted over the years. Rather than
describing the footpaths, he wrote to help readers give full
attention to the natural world. In an earlier era, humanity had
been afraid of mountains; then came the idea that that the
natural world was there to be exploited, based on the Book of
Genesis which said man was to have dominion over the earth.
Two hundred years ago Wordsworth wrote about the interconnectedness between humanity and rest of creation. As the
author of this book writes, ‘He foresaw that among the
consequences of modernity would be not only the alienation of
human beings from each other, but also potentially irretrievable
damage to the delicate balance between our species and the
environment.’ He was radical for his day in seeing no
contradiction between the science of Darwin, the harmony of
nature, and Christian belief in creation and renewal.
A Time for Creation – Liturgical Resources for Creation.
Church House Publishing
Churches worldwide, Catholic,
Orthodox and Protestant, are
calling on Christians to
celebrate the natural world
each year. There is now a
‘Season of Creation’ each year
from September 1st till October
4th the day when St Francis of
Assisi is remembered. This book
of prayers has recently been
published by the Church of
England for a relatively modest
£9.99. It draws together texts
from Common Worship with
newly commissioned material, and offers liturgies for all times
and occasions when there is a focus on creation - in Daily Prayer,
Services of the Word, School Assemblies, Eucharistic Celebrations
and seasonal services to mark the agricultural year.
The Book of Creation – The Practice of Celtic Spirituality,
J Philip Newell. Canterbury Press, 2003. £9.99
In Celtic spirituality, God speaks
through two books: the Bible and
Creation. Some Christians are wary
of any sense of worshipping God in
the natural world, in case it turns
into worshipping the world itself.
Philip Newell writes seven
meditations, representing the seven
days of Genesis chapter one. He
weaves together Scripture, the
teaching of George Macdonald (the
founder of the Iona Community,

Grasmere, where Wordsworth lived
for many years

where Newell had later been the warden), ancient Celtic Christian
writing, and his own reflections on nature of God in creation.
A New Harmony: The Spirit, The Earth and the Human Soul,
J Philip Newell Canterbury Press, 2012, £14.99
In a world that seems increasingly fragmented, Philip Newell calls
us to a vision of life′s essential oneness. He invites us to listen for
the heartbeat of God and to be part of a new harmony. A New
Harmony is based on a Christianity more integrated with the
earth and with the rest of humanity and we are taken on a
pathway towards transformation in our lives. The book
communicates across the boundaries of religion and race the
oneness of our origins and the oneness of Earth′s destiny.
The Jubilee Centre in
Cambridge also publishes
occasional books about God’s
Kingdom in daily living,
notably Thoughtful Eating.
This uses facts and figures, as
well as plenty of Biblical
input, about the way our
careless production of food
and the wasteful way we eat
it is causing damage to many
aspects of Creation, not least
the human race. It is well
worth reading.
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A Virtual Pilgrimage through Southwell’s streets
The route to Santiago da Compostella

F

orty percent of the global population, 3 billion
people, do not have access to a basic handwashing facility at home. 750,000 people affected by
the blast in Beirut also need housing, food and health
care. 40 million people are displaced within their own
countries and not given international recognition as
refugees, although their plight is critical. You can see
the moving stories of displaced people in Nigeria,
Kenya and Iraq in the ‘Uprooted' Photographic
Exhibition at Southwell Minster until October 4th.
Donations to our local collection for Christian Aid this
year are down 75% from previous years.
Consequently, from 1st September until 4th October
(The Season of Creation) volunteers from Southwell
& Villages Christian Aid Supporters Group have been
walking, running, cycling and mobility scooting the
Camino de Santiago de Compostela, virtually. They
have been following the French route of just under
500 miles from St-Jean-Pied-de-Port in southern
France, across the western Pyrenees and northern
Spain to Santiago de Compostela. By the time this
goes to print it will have been a full month of
pilgrimage, during which they hoped to raise funds
for the work of Christian Aid along the way.
We would be delighted if you would travel some
miles with us and sponsor us please at

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
casouthwellandvillagespilgrimage2020
which will bring updates on our pilgrimage and
progress. By the eleventh day of the 35-day
pilgrimage (the time of writing), over £1000 has
already been raised, and 565 miles have been
‘walked’. Thank you for helping our global neighbours
who are facing increasing problems due to the
coronavirus pandemic.
Helen Sills

An Alternative Lord’s Prayer from
Central America
Our Father
Who is in us here on Earth
Holy is your name
In the hungry who share their bread and their song,
Your kingdom come,
A generous land where confidence and truth reign.
Let us do your will
Being a cool breeze for those who sweat.
You are giving us our daily bread
When we manage to get back our lands
Or to get a fairer wage.
Forgive us
For keeping silent in the face of injustice
And for burying our dreams.
Don’t let us fall into the temptation
Of taking up the same arms as the enemy,
But deliver us from evil which disunites us.
And we shall have believed in humanity and in life
And we shall have known your kingdom
Which is being built for ever and ever.
Amen.
From Christian Aid Central America

Pilgrim heading for Santiago
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Sacrista Prebend Gardeners’ Update
Out of doors, socially distanced and safe, Sacrista Prebend’s team of
volunteer gardeners give an account of what they have been up to
during the summer.

O

ur last update was back in August 2019 – what a lot has
happened since then!

people see – and I’m pleased to say
we do get positive feedback from
Sacrista
the people of Southwell as they pass
Prebend
The biggest downside of course has been the impact of COVID-19.
by.
The retreat house facilities have been closed since lockdown, and
that has meant the team have not been able to use the kitchen
This Spring and early summer we’ve
facilities for their famous ‘coffee & cake’ break! Without this
been fortunate in that Jane has
been able to donate a lot of
colourful planting – especially the dahlias. The Cercis canadensis
tree, planted in memory of David Leaning, has this year put on lots
of new growth, and the “new” circular lawn around it seems to
grow faster than ever. We also try to keep the “hard” areas (the
gravel drive and the brick circle etc.) clear of weeds. It’s amazing
how quickly they grow and establish!
Currently we’re anticipating the onset of cooler, shorter days as
Autumn arrives. Time for pruning and general tidying, and the
lawns always need mowing.
The changeable weather conditions have been a challenge – long
spells of wind, rain, drought, hot then cold, but we hope you’ll
agree that in spite of everything the gardens – especially at the
front – have never looked so colourful and well presented. Do
come along when you’re next passing and have a look (and say
‘Hello’ if it’s a Monday!) – and if you like what you see and can
spare a couple of hours on a Monday (or any time really) we’d
love to hear from you. We’re a sociable team really!
sustenance the knock-on effect has been our time gardening has
been curtailed a bit. We’re hoping we can get to use the kitchen
facilities again before the Autumn.
But in spite of the challenges, we’ve continued to meet when we
can and do what we can – on a socially distanced basis of course.
We’ve been exceptionally fortunate to have Paul Barker join the
team (along with Jane Insley, David Anelli and Colin Boulter). Paul
had volunteered for gardening work at the Workhouse, and brings
plenty of practical experience. Amongst other things he’s kept the
front left border (looking from the road) clear of weeds and it’s
never looked so good. And Leslie his wife has been along
occasionally to lend a hand – and keep an eye on Paul!
We aim to meet every Monday morning around 9am, and just set
to on whatever jobs are appropriate at the time of year.
In Winter it’s clearing leaves (of which there are millions!) and
wood debris for our November 5th bonfire. We try to anticipate
the worst areas for weeds, but this is always the biggest
challenge. We try to use weedkiller as little as possible, especially
in the borders, so weeds are mainly done by hand. We’ve
amassed a huge compost heap of leaves and grass mowings over
the years which we’re preparing for use next Spring.
At the back of the house, in late winter/early spring the snowdrops continue to give their wonderfully uplifting show, followed
by the daffodils where the Stations of the Cross used to be.
Given our limited time available, we’ve tried to focus our efforts
on maintaining the front of the house, as this is the area most
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A New Warden for Sacrista Prebend

W

ith the Dean and
Chapter’s
announcement that the
Rev Dr Michèle Hampson
is taking up the role of
Warden at Sacrista
Prebend it seemed fitting
to offer an opportunity for
her to introduce herself in
Southwell Leaves. We
recently chatted online,
and here is the result.
Michèle (and that is the
correct spelling) retired
after some thirty years as
an NHS Consultant
Psychiatrist in Nottingham
a few years ago, and since
then she has been able to respond to a growing sense of being
called to the priesthood. She was ordained deacon in 2017 and
ordained priest in 2018. She is currently completing her curacy
at Holy Trinity Lenton and Lenton Priory. The appointment to
Sacrista has taken thoughtful discernment and we can now
look forward to fully welcoming her. I think it fair to say that
once she is among us, we will have much to be grateful for.
I first met Michèle more than twenty-five years ago when I
joined Nottinghamshire’s psychiatric community. She was one
of the movers and shakers. Michèle played a significant part in
developing community mental health services, served on
national committees, established ways in which service users
and their loved ones might contribute to NHS mental health
service policy and practice, and established more
compassionate approaches to providing for those with mental
health difficulties who fall into the hands of the police. When
we talked, she told me that she had first been drawn to
ecology, wherever that might have led, but her father (a
northerner and perhaps a more practical person) steered her
towards a more reliable future. She became a medical student.
I don’t think that dampened an enthusiasm for seeing people
and their difficulties in a holistic way, and significantly, one
that doesn’t overlook their spirituality. Her interest in
psychiatry grew out of opportunities to do just that which she
found as a student in London, and it has not dimmed. For
Michèle health and well-being are intimately tied up with a
sense of meaning and the purpose of life, which of course, for
her, is to discern and fulfil God’s will. She eloquently describes
the privilege of mental health practice, of being able to come
alongside people who are often in great distress, who may
have appalling stories to tell, who may have endured huge
difficulties for many years, and to bring healing through that
encounter.
Michèle has undoubtedly inherited some of her father’s nononsense northern directness. ‘Don’t just sit and moan: do
something about it, now.’ Across the Diocese she is probably
best known for the Opening Minds project, and for
establishing a network of Mental Health Awareness Guides

across congregations,
largely in Nottingham. As
an active churchgoer she
was approached by a
Diocesan member of
staff. She had been
identified as a ‘Christian
psychiatrist’, and
therefore someone who
might help clergy who
were uncertain how best
to help people suffering
mental health difficulties
or distress. A group,
Opening Minds, was
established of mental
health professionals,
clergy, and mental health
service users and carers.
They embarked on a listening exercise which revealed
concerns about confidentiality, confusion over who best to
approach, what to do in a crisis … and more. The best way
forward was felt to be empowerment. Rather than offering
external, specialised help, parishes were encouraged to
identify their own Mental Health Awareness Guides. These
have been provided with training that in turn provides them
with the confidence to offer support and understanding, and
with knowledge of formal mental health services and how to
access them but leaves ownership very much in the hands of
that congregation. It is an approach that is very ‘Michèle’;
‘Give a man a fish and he feeds for a day; teach a man to fish
and he feeds for the rest of his life’.
The road to ordination was anything but straightforward.
Michèle resisted God’s call for several years but eventually felt
herself being criticised for rebelling against it. A part-time
theology degree at St. John’s College and then ordination
training at Ridley Hall followed. Whilst there she developed a
particular interest in Ignatian Spirituality and qualified as a
spiritual director. The Sacrista Prebend Wardenship now offers
an opportunity to bring together past experience, this newly
established vocation, abundant energy and a no-nonsense,
northern approach. Many readers may remember the period
early in the year when she spent a few weeks on attachment in
Southwell. Several nights a week she stayed at Sacrista and
used the experience to really get the ‘feel’ of the place. She
took opportunities to join in regular worship in the Minster
and she has been a regular participant in online Morning
Prayer during ‘lockdown’.
Michèle joins at an interesting time, with Sacrista currently
closed, but she anticipates developing an on-line presence. In
answer to the question, ‘What are your hopes for Sacrista
Prebend?’ she was clear; ‘That it grows as a spiritual oasis
where people can meet with God’. She wants to see this
extended to a wider range of ages, and to people from across
the county if not even further afield. She will join us at a time
of opportunity and clearly has much to offer.
Hugh Middleton
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The Cathedral in Nantes, Brittany

W

e have two articles prompted by the Cathedral fire in
Nantes, in July. Firstly from a local resident, Elaine
Kennedy-Dubourdieu.

civilian areas where casualties were considerable. The great organ
was also damaged by the bombs but could be restored. It went on
to survive a devastating fire in 1972 when the whole of the
Cathedral’s wooden roof lit up the Nantes skyline. The organist and
The night before the cathedral burst into flames neighbours heard some of the cathedral team pushed their way through the flames to
… well what? Chimes? A few child-like notes on the organ?
protect the organ from firemen’s hoses. A workman hadn’t turned
off his blow torch properly. In 2015 another blow torch set light to
Early next morning the chimes rang out again, and three fires
the Basilica of Saint Donatien, a smaller copy of Notre Dame, known
erupted. A lad waiting for the bus heard the chimes, saw the
as her ‘little sister’, and a stone’s throw from Nantes Cathedral. In
flames, and sounded the alarm. Flashing blue lights converged on
April 2019 it was the turn of the ‘big sister’, when Notre Dame
the blaze as did the people of Nantes, who love their cathedral.
With or without their masks they stood and gaped as flames gushed herself went up in flames. They called it the ‘fire of the century’ and
deployed huge resources to determine its cause which experts now
out of Duchess Anne’s 15th century stained-glass window. It had
also believe to be due to negligence. What is it about the
exploded, spraying splinters and shards of glass across the stones
renovation of cathedrals that seems to tempt disaster?
below.
It was Duchess Anne who handed Brittany over to the French crown
as part of her dowry. Like Catherine of Aragon, she had to marry
two brothers. Her first, Charles VIII died, and she was obliged to
marry his younger brother Louis XII. As with many French
monarchs, her body
was placed in the
Basilica Cathedral in
Saint Denis, Paris,
but she had insisted
her heart be
removed and
returned to her
beloved Brittany,
where it reposes
today in a beautiful
gold casket in Nantes
Cathedral.

After the fire of 1972 Nantes rebuilt her Cathedral with cement
rafters and cement firewalls. This probably saved the roof but not
the organ. In 2020 it had run out of lives.

The great organ, that had made the stones of the Cathedral sing for
four centuries, also disappeared, its beautiful sculpted oak
consumed by the inferno, and its lead and pewter melted. The
organ had survived the French Revolution which was particularly
bloody and acrimonious in Nantes. An enterprising organist
produced a resounding rendition of the Marseillaise that convinced
the revolutionaries of its worth. It also survived allied bombing in
1944 when the Americans carpet bombed from on high, keeping
safely out of the Nazi firing range: they missed the docks but hit

The bare bones, but do they tell us the whole of the story …
midnight chimes, unscheduled sounds from the organ …? Did the
refugee try to play it before he set it alight?

When firemen arrived after the chimes and the exploding window,
they found the
cathedral shut fast
with no sign of
forced entry. The
man responsible for
locking up the night
before was
questioned. There
were said to be
inconsistencies in
his account, but he
was released
awaiting an
Anne would be
electrical specialist
mortified to know
from Paris. The
that Nantes - and her
Cathedral’s wiring
heart - are
had been
technically no longer
refurbished in May.
in Brittany. Nantes was extracted from Brittany in 1942 as part of
Perhaps there were short-circuits, crossed wires, or melting cables
the settlement between Marshal Pétain and the occupying German
responsible for the flames and chimes in the night? For a while we
forces. He redrew the administrative map of France, reducing the
waited, scouring the papers, listening to the local news and learning
scope of Brittany and placing Nantes in a newly created
that the transept and the choir are worst affected. The 11th century
département with the lack lustre name of the Loire Inférieure
crypt has been damaged by the water, but of the midnight chimes
(Lower Loire) and here Nantes remains.
and the cause of the catastrophe, nothing … until. One week later
Anyway, it was Anne of Brittany’s beautiful gothic window that
the papers abruptly announce that the prime suspect has confessed
exploded that Saturday morning sending out a cascade of vibrant
and is in jail. He is a volunteer, an altar server and was responsible
blues, reds and yellows that had once depicted the Fountain of Life for locking up. For two years he has been in possession of a set of
in the large central panel, with Moses, Saint Anne, and Anne of
keys and he admits to setting fire to the building in three different
Brittany herself on its left side, and Elijah accompanied by Saint
places. He is a 39-year-old refugee from Rwanda whose asylum
Marguerite and Marguerite de Foix (Duchess Anne’s mother) on the applications have all been turned down, and he had been ordered
right.
to leave France.

Meanwhile the conservation team are scouring the cobbles for tiny
fragments of medieval glass in the hope that one day they will be
able to put the puzzle back together again.
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The Cathedral
A Message of Aesthetics and Mysticism

S

econdly, Michael Davidson reflects upon a visit he made to Nantes some
years ago.

The awful news of the fire in July at Nantes Cathedral was made all the more
tragic by the news that it was deliberately started in three interior locations
by a warden, a Rwandan refugee, responsible for locking the doors at closing
time on the day of the fire. I am reminded of our family’s visit to the cathedral
during our summer holiday touring France some years ago. I was struck by the
text ‘THE CATHEDRAL, A Message of Aesthetics and Mysticism’ which was
quite insignificantly displayed in a small frame on one of the imposing
western nave pillars in Nantes Cathedral, built 1434-1891.
I was drawn to this unassuming frame on entering by the entrance at the
grand west front and was suitably moved by its message and copied it down,
as I visually took in the whole view of the cathedral before me. The cathedral
seemed so spacious, tall, bright, and uncluttered — plain but so polished! This
moving experience was about thirty years ago; in fact, probably not long after
the cathedral had been restored after a disastrous fire in January 1976, and
apparently restored to a standard regarded as the most complete interior
restoration of a French cathedral. Let’s hope the cathedral and its grand organ
can be restored again.
I spent some time trying to locate the actual identity of the ‘Council’ who
composed the message to ‘Artists of the World’. Might it have originated from
the global IFCCA (International Federation of Arts Councils and Culture
Agencies), or perhaps the Vatican Ecumenical Council? Pope Paul VI issued a
not dissimilar message to artists on December 1965. Googling ‘A Message of
Aesthetics and Mysticism’ took me on a fascinating trail involving two experts
— the one a prominent South African theologian, Albert Geyser (d. 1985;
incidentally tried for heresy for his anti-apartheid views) who was strongly
interested in the relationship between architecture, worship, music and
liturgy, and who wrote the obituary of the other expert, J.H. Neethling; he
was an architect of unconventional
church buildings who had a unique
appreciation for art as well as a keen
interest in aesthetics, but died aged
31. ‘The Cathedral’ certainly echoes
their view.
I note that the grand organ at Notre
Dame, to some the world’s finest pipe
organ, saved from the devastating fire
of April 15th last year, is now being
dismantled, removed from the
cathedral, and will be cleaned of the
layers of lead dust. This will take 3
years to complete - not surprising
given there are around 8,000 pipes,
109 stops and 5 keyboards!
And in Pew News, there have been
welcome notes from the Rector Chori
on the role of Southwell’s organ in
Sunday worship during the continuing
absence of choirs and singing: one
explains the rationale as an aid to
reflection and meditating on readings,
and the other invites us to send
suggestions of pieces to hear.
Marvellous!

THE CATHEDRAL
A Message of Aesthetics and Mysticism
Deep in the heart of man lies a yearning for truth
and a craving for beauty:
Beauty and truth
Gladden Man's heart
They are the priceless fruits
That endure the injuries of time
Binding the generations of men in admiration
Message from the Council to the Artists of the World
All civilizations intimately unite artistic creation
and the representation of the sacred to express and
perceive, through art, their permanent quest for
transcendence.
In its search for the supernatural and in the
assertion of its faith, the west has framed, over the
years, a white mantle of churches. Joint pledges by
generations of believers , rejoicing in Christianity
and bursting with creativity, wonderfully spangle
this religious fabric, bringing perfection to its
fulfilment.
Spiritual rapture and aesthetic genius gush forth
together in the cathedral. An ornamental jewel,
'mirror of stone where faith is reflected', the
cathedral rises in a spiritual feeling of plenitude.
Stone and light turn to intense prayer:‘the
Cathedral of Souls and the stone monument are
inseparable’ While assessing our human dimension,
it invites the supernatural lyricism of worship.
The Ogival Nave, purest expression of
Christianity as the religion of grace and divine love,
stands for an offering gesture of mankind to its
creator.
The cathedral, abode of God, strives for
translucence. Reduced to a gigantic glazed structure,
thinned to the extreme, it vanishes into the
light....ascending, spreading out, it communes with
the heavenly.
Thus, the cathedral stands in its fulfilment over
the Christian West, an exemplary achievement and
distinguished witness.
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Flying in Tanzania

News from the Cathedral Shop

S

T

‘We are doing OK here. We have been
continuing with a fairly normal schedule of
medical and evangelistic flights for MAF and
Lukas, our new pilot, now has enough
experience to be able to do these flights on his
own. It's very helpful to be close to getting 2
pilots completely operational again.

Since then we have welcomed customers into the shop from Tuesday to
Saturday and we have received so many positive comments: Here are just a few:

tewart Ayling has been working in
Tanzania for the Mission Aviation
Fellowship (MAF) for many years, and the
Minster has been sending an annual grant for
his work. He sent some news in a recent email:

After having a break in our visits to some of the
villages, while the virus was around, it has
taken the villagers some time to get back into
the habit of maintaining the airstrips and
making sure they are safe to use each month.
This has led to a bit of frustration in some
villages where the pilots have landed but
discovered that they need to get people to cut
the grass before they are able to take off again.
A few of the airstrips had been damaged by
heavy rains and so we have sent our airfield
development truck and digger out to these to
try to restore them back to their original
condition.

he Cathedral Shop re-opened on Tuesday 16 June, having undergone
strict measures to comply with the Government’s COVID safety guidance.
A Perspex screen was installed at the counter, hand sanitizers were placed at the
entrance and exit doors, a one-way system was created on the shop floor by
repositioning the fixtures – all things which helped the Minster to achieve its
‘We’re Good to Go’ status to reassure visitors that we were putting their
wellbeing and that of our staff as our main priority.

“How nice to be able to browse in comfort and feel normal again”
“Too many gorgeous things”
“You’ve got a lot of lovely things I could buy so much”

“This is one of the best Cathedral shops I have ever visited – I like the fact that
you stock so many locally sourced products and your range of books is
exceptional”
“We visit here a couple of times a year and really look forward to bringing our
list to stock up on cards and gifts – it feels like a treat and we always know there
will be so many wonderful things to buy”
We appreciate your continued support and loyalty as all profits go straight to the
upkeep of Southwell Minster. Please see publicity on the back cover of this
edition.

I am looking at budgets for the coming year as
we have to prepare those for approval early in
October, so it's quite interesting to have to try
to think of everything we might need to buy or
do in the next 18 months to make sure we
include it now. We're also trying to see if we
can transport a few new partners around a bit we often have spare seats on our aircraft when
they fly from Arusha out the hospitals or Bible
college and so I'm trying to find some
organisations that can make productive use of
those spare seats.’

A MAF plane in nearby Uganda gets ready to take off with emergency supplies for flood relief
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Nicola Rush

The Pilgrims’ Church
All Saints, Babworth

2

020 marks the 400th anniversary of the
Pilgrim Fathers setting sail from
Plymouth. The origins of the Pilgrim Fathers
can be found in three small villages in North
Nottinghamshire – Scrooby, Sturton le
Steeple near North Leverton and Babworth
near Retford. On a recent circular ramble
through these I came upon the delightful
Church of All Saints, Babworth and was
surprised to discover its remarkable history.

boasts a chancel, nave, north aisle and low west
tower. In 1859-62 it was renovated with new tracery
and roofs. There was a further restoration in the later
19th Century. Interestingly, there is a Southwell
Minster connection as the chancel and sanctuary both
contain furniture by Robert ‘Mousey ’ Thompson
together with his famous carved mice. It also has a
four-sided tower which merges into an octagonal
spire. All Saints still has the chalice used by Richard
Clifyton in Communion services.

The area became key to the formation of the
separatists, a group which, in 1605 broke
away from the established Church of
England under James I and which eventually
led to the Pilgrim Fathers. Essentially, they
wanted reform, in terms of ridding the
Church of its old practices, and to be able to
worship in their own way free from the
corruption and constraints they accused the
state church of. They aspired literally to a
purer, simpler life, based heavily on the
teachings of the Bible

The church also has a link with the abolition of
slavery, as in the early 20th Century the rector was
Frank Wilberforce, the great grandson of William
Wilberforce.

The inspiration for the movement came
from Richard Clifyton who became Minister
at All Saints in 1585. William Brewster, a
postmaster from nearby Scrooby, who
eventually became the leader of the thirtyfive separatists, would walk to Babworth to
hear Clifyton’s preaching. He was
accompanied by another separatist, William
Bradford from the village of Austerfield. This
walking route is now known as the Pilgrims’
Way.

Finally, the annual spring display of snowdrops in the
grounds is not to be missed!
The first permanent exhibition telling the stories of
the Mayflower Pilgrims and Separatists opened as the
Pilgrims’ Visitor Centre in nearby Retford opened in
2017. It offers a museum, art gallery, craft and farm
shops and café.
Sadly, many of the Mayflower 400 events both
nationally and internationally have had to be
cancelled because of the pandemic.

Tom Hislop

The nave

Clifyton’s sermons and separatist doctrines
flew in the face of King and State, and in
1604 James I approved a new set of rules
drawn up by his Bishops, which made it clear
that such teachings were prohibited.
Clifyton, and many fellow clergymen refused
to comply, lost their positions and were
forced to flee the country as enemies of the
state. Of course, they chose Holland as a
place of exile based on its culture of
tolerance. Eventually, after several years,
they returned to England and set sail from
Plymouth to establish a ‘new’ England,
where they drew up their own constitution
known as the Mayflower Compact which
fundamentally forms the basis of what we
now know as democracy in terms of
personal freedom and rights
The present All Saints dates from the 15th
and 16th centuries. It’s an attractive church
built mainly in a perpendicular style. It
All Saints Church
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What’s On at Southwell Minster
Please note that, while the following represents our current plans, all of this must be taken as
provisional and subject to change in the light of continuing uncertainty caused by the Covid-19
pandemic. Please see Pew News or the Minster website for the most up-to-date information.
*Morning Prayer takes place via
8 Thursday
Microsoft Teams. To take part, email 8.30am Morning Prayer*
richard.frith@southwellminster.org.uk. 1.15pm Holy Communion (BCP)
7.30pm Compline (online)
**Booking recommended: go to
https://www.southwellminster.org/ 9 Friday
worship/services-calendar/.
Denys, Bishop of Paris, and his Companions,
Martyrs, c. 250; Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of
Lincoln, Philosopher, Scientist, 1253

Nicholas Ridley, Bishop of London, and Hugh Latimer,
Bishop of Worcester, Reformation Martyrs, 1555

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

17 Saturday
Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch, Martyr, c. 107

12 noon
1.15pm
4.00pm

Holy Matrimony
Holy Communion (CW)
First Evensong of
Luke the Evangelist

October

8.30am
1.15pm

1 Thursday

10 Saturday

Remigius, Bishop of Rheims, Apostle of the Franks,
533; Anthony Askley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury.
Social Reformer, 1885

18 SUNDAY

Paulinus, Bishop of York, Missionary, 644; Thomas
Traherne, Poet, Spiritual Writer, 1674; John
Wakeling, seventh Bishop of Southwell, 2004

Luke the Evangelist;
The Nineteenth Sunday after Trinity

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

1.15pm
4.00pm

2 Friday
8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (BCP)
Compline (online)
Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

(in the Minster and online)

The Eighteenth Sunday after Trinity

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**

3.00pm
4.15pm
7.30pm

(in the Minster and online)

George Bell, Bishop of Chichester, Ecumenist,
Peacemaker, 1958

Holy Communion (CW)
Evensong

2.00pm
4.00pm
6.00pm

Licensing of Lay Ministers
Licensing of Lay Ministers
Licensing of Lay Ministers

12 Monday

4 SUNDAY
The Seventeenth Sunday after Trinity

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Harvest Festival
Eucharist** (in the
Minster and online)

3.00pm

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
Holy Communion (CW)
A Service for Prisons Week 10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**

11 SUNDAY

3 Saturday
1.15pm
4.00pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

16 Friday

Wilfrid of Ripon, Bishop, Missionary, 709;
Elizabeth Fry, Prison Reformer, 1845;
Edith Cavell, Nurse, 1915

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Stilling Prayer (online)

Evensong**
13 Tuesday

5 Monday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
7.30pm Stilling Prayer (online)

Edward the Confessor, King of England, 1066

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

William Tyndale, Translator of the Scriptures,
Reformation Martyr, 1536

14 Wednesday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)

8.30am
1.15pm

15 Thursday

6 Tuesday
Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

Festal Evensong**
Annual Church
Parochial Meeting
Talk: ‘Hopeful Words,
Hurting World’

19 Monday
Henry Martyn, Translator of the Scriptures,
Missionary in India and Persia, 1812

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Stilling Prayer (online)

20 Tuesday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
21 Wednesday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
22 Thursday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (BCP)
7.30pm Compline (online)
23 Friday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)

Teresa of Avila, Teacher of the Faith, 1582

7 Wednesday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (BCP)
Compline (online)
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24 Saturday
Frank Russell Barry, fifth Bishop of Southwell, 1976

1.15pm
4.00pm

Holy Communion (CW)
Evening Prayer

25 SUNDAY

3 Tuesday

13 Friday

The Last Sunday after Trinity

Richard Hooker, Priest, Anglican Apologist, Teacher,
1600; Martin of Porres, Friar, 1639

Charles Simeon, Priest, Evangelical Divine, 1836

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**
(in the Minster and online)

3.00pm

Evening Prayer with
Organ Reflections**

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

4 Wednesday
Winifred, Abbess, 7th century

26 Monday
Alfred the Great, King of the West Saxons, Scholar,
899; Cedd, Abbot of Lastingham, Bishop of the East
Saxons, 664

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Stilling Prayer (online)

27 Tuesday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
28 Wednesday
Simon and Jude, Apostles

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

5 Thursday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (BCP)
7.30pm Compline (online)

Leonard, Hermit, 6th century; William Temple,
Archbishop of Canterbury, Teacher, 1944

8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
Time TBC Evensong
7 Saturday

James Hannington, Bishop of Eastern Equatorial
Africa, Martyr in Uganda, 1885

Willibrord of York, Bishop, Apostle of Frisia, 739

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (BCP)
Compline (online)

30 Friday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
31 Saturday
Martin Luther, Reformer, 1546; Osketel, Archbishop
of York, 971

1.15pm
4.00pm

Holy Communion (CW)
First Evensong of
All Saints’ Day

November
ALL SAINTS’ DAY

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**
(in the Minster and online)

Requiem Eucharist**

2 Monday
Commemoration of the Faithful
Departed (All Souls’ Day)

8.30am
1.15pm
Time TBC
7.30pm

Samuel Seabury, first Anglican Bishop in North
America, 1796

1.15pm
4.00pm

Holy Communion (CW)
Evensong

15 SUNDAY
The Second Sunday before Advent

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**

Holy Communion (CW)
Evensong

3.00pm

Evensong**

16 Monday
Margaret, Queen of Scotland, Philanthropist,
Reformer of the Church, 1093; Edmund Rich of
Abingdon, Archbishop of Canterbury, 1240

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Stilling Prayer (online)

17 Tuesday
Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln, 1200

8 SUNDAY
The Third Sunday before Advent
(Remembrance Sunday)

8.00am
10.00am
11.00am
3.00pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

Holy Communion (BCP)
18 Wednesday
Cathedral Eucharist**
Elizabeth of Hungary, Princess of Thuringia,
Service of Remembrance** Philanthropist, 1231
8.30am Morning Prayer*
Evensong**
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)

9 Monday
Margery Kempe, Mystic, c. 1440

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Stilling Prayer (online)

19 Thursday
Hilda, Abbess of Whitby, 680; Mechtild, Béguine of
Magdeburg, Mystic, 1280

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (BCP)
Compline (online)

10 Tuesday

1 SUNDAY

3.00pm

1.15pm
4.00pm

14 Saturday

(in the Minster and online)

6 Friday

29 Thursday
8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
Time TBC Evensong

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Requiem Eucharist**
Stilling Prayer (online)

Leo the Great, Bishop of Rome, Teacher, 461

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

11 Wednesday
Martin, Bishop of Tours, c. 397

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

20 Friday
Edmund, King of the East Angles, Martyr, 870;
Priscilla Lydia Sellon, a Restorer of the Religious Life
in the Church of England, 1876

8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
Time TBC Evensong
21 Saturday

12 Thursday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (BCP)
7.30pm Compline (online)
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Thomas Wolsey, Archbishop of York, Cardinal, 1530;
Robert Thoroton, Nottinghamshire Historian, 1698

1.15pm
4.00pm

Holy Communion (CW)
First Evensong of
Christ the King

22 SUNDAY
Christ the King
(The Sunday next before Advent)

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**
(in the Minster and online)

Time TBC Diocesan Confirmations
3.00pm Festal Evensong**
7.30pm Talk: ‘Hopeful Words,
Hurting World’
23 Monday
Clement, Bishop of Rome, Martyr, c. 100

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Stilling Prayer (online)

24 Tuesday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
25 Wednesday
Catherine of Alexandria, Martyr, 4th century; Isaac
Watts, Hymn Writer, 1748

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

26 Thursday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (BCP)
7.30pm Compline (online)

27 Friday
8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
Time TBC Evensong

2 Wednesday

28 Saturday
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
4.00pm Evensong

3 Thursday

Edwyn Hoskyns, second Bishop of Southwell, 1925

8.30am
1.15pm

Francis Xavier, Missionary, Apostle of the
Indies, 1552

The First Sunday of Advent

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**

4 Friday

29 SUNDAY

(in the Minster and online)

3.00pm

A Service for Advent**

30 Monday
Andrew the Apostle

8.30am
1.15pm
7.30pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)
Stilling Prayer (online)

December

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (BCP)
Compline (online)

John of Damascus, Monk, Teacher, c. 749;
Nicholas Ferrar, Deacon, Founder of the Little
Gidding Community, 1637

8.30am Morning Prayer*
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
Time TBC Evensong
5 Saturday
1.15pm Holy Communion (CW)
4.00pm Evensong
6 SUNDAY
The Second Sunday of Advent

1 Tuesday
Charles de Foucauld, Hermit in the Sahara, 1916;
World AIDS Day

8.30am
1.15pm

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

Morning Prayer*
Holy Communion (CW)

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00am Cathedral Eucharist**
(in the Minster and online)

3.00pm

Evensong**

It is short notice but we have just heard of this online conference for churches of all denominations to learn how
Eco Church can help them cut their carbon and care for creation. It is taking place between 10.00 am and 4.00
pm on Saturday 10 October. To register for a small fee, go to:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/eco-church-working-together-to-net-zero-10th-oct-tickets-117990349311
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Coping with Covid
Chris Senior provides an update on how the last few
months have been for Framework

T

he past few months have been a challenge and test for the
charity Framework – as for every other organisation. In a
recent webinar Chief Executive Andrew Redfern explained what’s
been going on:

Our Training
Centre in
Bulwell,
Nottingham was
Park bench support
‘The biggest challenge was keeping going: closing was not an option repurposed as a
warehouse
and
for Framework. Thousands of homeless and vulnerable people
living with mental health, drug and alcohol problems depended on logistics hub, and the training kitchen was handed over to a team of
the support of our frontline staff. The challenges of Covid increased volunteer professional chefs: from the donations provided they
ultimately produced 20,000 ready meals over a five month period
the challenges our service users already faced.
from the start of lockdown in late March to mid-August.
The biggest issue was keeping people safe in our hostels, and the
The meals were then distributed by a team of volunteer drivers to
contribution of staff deserves particular recognition: to maintain
essential services with up to 20% of staff shielding or working from Framework accommodation services and people supported in the
community across the East Midlands and South Yorkshire.
home required massive reorganisation and a lot of flexibility.
Framework’s staff are renowned for their commitment and have
In addition to the ready meals the drivers also distributed donations
been absolutely fantastic in their positive response.
which made up nearly 1,000 food parcels, thousands of care
packages containing toiletries, as well as bedding, baby products,
Framework’s staff are just as much keyworkers as those working in
and even Easter eggs for every young person and child being
the NHS or elsewhere in public sector social care; their enduring
supported by Framework, as well as PPE and other essentials.
commitment is equally deserving of recognition and applause. In
Many appreciative comments were received from staff and service
continuing to deliver housing and support across Nottingham and
users including this from a frontline worker, indicating the lifeNottinghamshire, as well as in Derbyshire, Lincolnshire, North
Lincolnshire and Sheffield, Framework played its part in helping to saving impact of the meal deliveries: ‘A very high-risk client who
needs to self-isolate due to being HIV positive was overwhelmed
“save the NHS”’.
with the service. I believe the food provision makes compliance
The government’s Everyone In scheme moved rough sleepers off
with HIV treatment possible. Please pass on my gratitude to the
the streets and into hotels at the start of lockdown. Framework’s
providers of this excellent, potentially life-saving service’.
street outreach staff were then kept busy organising referrals into
the accommodation, helping with assessments, working with those Looking ahead
in hotels and organising their resettlement into accommodation, as Looking ahead Andrew Redfern said: ‘Framework has withstood the
well as working on the streets with new rough sleepers who could pandemic so far but Covid has not gone away and people continue
not be housed.
to need accommodation, support and healthcare. In addition, more
Staff have had to adapt their working methods. In the community, people are losing their homes as a result of the economic fall-out
from Covid. The pandemic has also been a particular challenge for
support indoors and face-to-face has been difficult so new ways
have been found using phone and online resources and meeting in the young people we support.
the open air on doorsteps, in gardens and parks.
Unprecedented support
The sudden and unprecedented crisis of the Covid lockdown also
highlighted the deep reservoir of goodwill for Framework and the
people it supports.
A ‘Covid gap’ of around £400,000 was created in Framework’s
finances during Spring 2020 as a result of lost income and
additional expenditure. An emergency appeal was quickly answered
with donations totalling £40,000 from members of the public and
small trusts, as well as from Nottingham-based live music promoter
DHP, and leading corporate supporter
Nottingham Building Society. Their
donations supplemented a £200,000 grant
from the government’s Coronavirus
Community Support Fund, distributed by
The National Lottery Community Fund.
A call for food and volunteers was
answered in an overwhelming fashion by
private, charitable and commercial donors
who made extensive and ongoing gifts in
kind.

Responding to Covid thus far has demonstrated Framework’s
flexibility and resilience: those qualities will continue to be needed
in the days ahead – as will the generous, continuing and much
appreciated support we receive from the community. On behalf of
everyone at Framework I say a heartfelt thank you.’
Framework celebrates important anniversaries in the coming
months: December 2020 marks the 50th anniversary of the
incorporation of Nottingham Help the Homeless Association which,
in July 2001, merged with The Macedon Trust to form Framework.
In 2021 we will celebrate Framework’s 20th anniversary. As part of
those celebrations we hope to hold a
service at the Minster in the spring.

Working with rough sleepers
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Our Winter Appeal will be launched
online in October. To join the webinar
please register for our online newsletter
at www.frameworkha.org where you
can also make a donation.
To watch the earlier Covid response
webinar and other material about our
work please visit youtube.com/user/
FrameworkNottingham

“Why are you so afraid?”
David Shannon asks a searching question

I

hope when you read this that the waves of the pandemic are
not engulfing you? One thing that 2020 has given me is time
to reflect. Being in the ‘at risk’ category on a number of indicators
has meant that we have had to isolate. The easy trip into
Nottingham to shop, or even the trip to the supermarket which
marks the start of each Friday, has had to be replaced by online
shopping and deliveries from the supermarket. The days out to
the Norfolk coast or to a National Trust house have been severely
curtailed, not least by the paucity of places to stop en route. You
may or may not be happy that it has also given me time to write
for ‘Leaves’!
One story which caught my eye was the one about Jesus in
Matthew 8:23-27. It spoke to me greatly about our predicament.
The disciples were experienced fishermen, yet the ferocity of the
storm they faced was exceptional compared with anything they
had previously met. So they wake the sleeping Christ, who takes
time (amid the raging storm) to first of all discipline them, before
showing his Creator powers! ‘You of little faith, why are you so
afraid?’ Note that Jesus recognises that the disciples are men of
faith, he only rebukes them for ‘little faith’. Yet his question
speaks to us in 2020 ‘Why are you afraid?’ Had they not been in
imminent danger of sinking, the disciples might have pointed out
their profession as fishermen, the unprecedented strength of the
storm, the fact that the
waves were already
breaking into the boat
(v24)? Similarly, in
2020 when God poses
the question, ‘Why are
you afraid?’ we might
reply in terms of the
pandemic, increasing
world tension caused
by demagogic
politicians, even
democratic governments struggling to cope, racial turmoil and
civil protest, collapsing economies and increasing unemployment.
Let alone the issues before 2020 even began of climate change,
continuing wars driving many to become refugees and a
questioning of institutions of authority including the church?
Jesus’ question is the same to us today as to the disciples: ‘You of
little faith, why are you afraid?’ Then the one who shared in the
task of creation speaks authoritatively to the wind and the waves,
‘and it was completely calm’.

making serious promises and declaring our faith. It goes on to
explain: ‘the service paints many vivid pictures of what happens
on the Christian way. There is the sign of the cross, the badge of
faith in the Christian journey, which reminds us of Christ’s death
for us. Our drowning in the water of baptism, where we believe
we die to sin and are raised to new life, unites us to Christ’s dying
and rising.’ As the children in Time Travelling re-enact a
christening/baptism you can sense their wonder (whether from a
church family or not) at the words of the decision:Therefore I ask
Do you turn to Christ? I turn to Christ
Do you repent of your sins? I repent of my sins
Do you renounce evil? I renounce evil
Many of the children are having the service of baptism explained
to them for the first time. We take care to explain the symbols
used and explain that baptism is the start of a journey. Yet for
many, even those who were christened as infants, you can discern
that they find the sacrament a ‘light bulb’ moment. Hence when
invited many will complete their role-play, joining with a rousing
dismissal: ‘This is the faith of the Church. This is our faith, we
believe and trust in one God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit’.
The Sea of Galilee experience compelled the disciples to question
their faith: ‘What kind of man is this?’ As we ask the same
question of our faith and God’s promises to us in 2020 with all its
problems, we can echo the words of Isaiah (43:2 and 3): ‘When
you pass through the waters I will be with you, when you cross
rivers they will not sweep over you…..For I am the Holy One of
Israel, your Saviour’.

Water has often been associated with spiritual life in scripture. In
Genesis, ‘the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters’. Noah’s
faithfulness was rewarded in safety from the waters, the Israelites
were delivered from Egypt through water, Jonah’s obedience to
his calling was tested by water, and Christ confirmed his calling
through submission to John the Baptist. You may think of several
other examples. Our calling as Christ’s followers is begun through
baptism and sealed in Confirmation through water. I find during
Time Travelling that children are gripped by the symbolism of
baptism. It remains a wonderful service, whatever your
interpretation of it may be in theological terms. The pastoral
introduction in Common Worship reminds us that it is a joyful
moment when we rejoice in what God has done for us in Christ,
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Uncharted?

O

ne of the features of the coronavirus pandemic is that it
found much of the world quite unprepared. In our own
country there was a shortage of personal protective equipment
and intensive care facilities, and the need to inhibit transmission
by restricting peoples’ movements and contact has been
unprecedented, difficult to define and even more difficult to
implement in a balanced and widely agreed way. At the time of
writing there is still debate about how schools and universities
might re-open.
Thus, it was barely surprising that my eye was drawn to
Margaret Heffernan’s Uncharted: How to Map the Future
Together (Simon & Schuster 2020) when I noticed a review.
Margaret Heffernan has a well-deserved reputation as a
commentator upon business
practices, and this is the latest of
several books that complement a
rich career as a BBC Radio and
Television producer, entrepreneur,
business leader, coach and public
speaker. Her TED talk, The Human
Skills We Need in an Unpredictable
World is easy to access and well
worth twenty minutes.
Something Heffernan comes back
to repeatedly is the distinction
between ‘complex’ and
‘complicated’. That might seem
trivial; isn’t ‘complex’ just
‘complicated, but more so’? Those
who pontificate about these things
argue otherwise. ‘Complicated’,
they argue, refers to things,
activities or systems that may have
many components and interactions
but each of these can be grasped
and understood, and the result is
something that can, in theory, be
predicted. ‘Complex’, on the other
hand refers to something that may
also be made up of many
interacting components, but these are not all immediately
identifiable or predictable. As a result, the behaviour of a
complex system might be observable, but it is impossible to
predict with any accuracy. A simple example might be to
suggest that a car is complicated but the flow of traffic, given all
the unpredictable things such as an accident or a breakdown
that can influence it, is complex.
Her argument is that it is misleading if not even harmful, to
ignore this distinction. The social and natural worlds are
complex phenomena and it is misleading to imagine we can
predict their behaviours with any certainty. The best (and it
would be an improvement upon seductive attempts to predict)
we can do is prepare for what might be possible … something
that did not happen well enough in relation to the coronavirus
pandemic. A Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations
was formed in 2017 with the intention of not only developing
vaccines, but also establishing corporate and national protocols
that would allow their swift and widespread bulk manufacture,
distribution and use. Sadly, that work was not sufficiently
developed to respond to Covid-19, but the need for it is now
strikingly clear.

Heffernan emphasises that robust preparedness of this sort
reflects a buffer of adaptive skills and relationships; a collective
readiness to explore future possibilities and how to respond to
them. It requires open cooperation, trust, genuine friendship
and support, and an atmosphere of collaboration in the face of
something bigger than ourselves. Conventional business
efficiency might work well when it is possible to predict exactly
what will be needed and when, but when the anomalous or the
unexpected come along an efficient organisation is likely to be
unhelpfully rigid; a familiar criticism of increasing mechanisation
and ever tighter business practices. I was particularly enamored
by ‘The more we let machines think for us the less we can think
for ourselves.’
She considers long-term projects
developed over generations that
could never have been planned in
the way that they have unfolded.
She picks up a phrase of Stephen
Hawking’s; ‘cathedral project’ which
he described as ‘humanity’s attempt
to bridge heaven and earth’. Her
illustration is CERN (the Centre for
European Nuclear Research) and its
search for human knowledge. She
writes, ‘It is like the great medieval
cathedrals of Europe, which are
destined to last longer than a human
lifetime, to adapt to changing tastes
and technologies, to endure long
into the future as symbols of faith
and human imagination.’ In just this
way CERN is a collective human
endeavour that transcends
individual lives and ambitions.
Despite the brilliant experiments
and findings that have come from it,
success hasn’t relied upon a ‘lone
genius,’ but rather the collective
brilliance of many working together
on a voyage of discovery across
continents and for more than half a century.
Perhaps there should be no surprise in finding that a perceptive,
open-minded business guru would come to conclusions such as
these. I confess there was. I hadn’t encountered her before. Her
turn of phrase, narrative style, honesty and readiness to debunk sacred cows were all refreshing but the arguments are
even more so. We live in a complex world which we cannot
hope to fully understand, even less to fully control, and it is
dangerously conceited to think otherwise. Our surest defence
against future harm … such as a further pandemic or even
worse, is humility in the face of that possibility, our willingness
to collaborate in preparation, and faith in the certainty that in
doing so we are respecting our shortcomings and shortsightedness. It is notable that a highly complimentary review of
Uncharted in The Financial Times referred to it as a ‘secular
sermon’
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Hugh Middleton

Religion and Politics in the US Election

F

or over a century our country has
looked up to the United States of
America. Without their intervention, our
country would have been on the losing
side in both World Wars. America is a
country of great opportunity and
innovation and has been the leader of the
Western World, determined to establish
democracy worldwide. The experience of
many Britons is that the Americans they
meet are friendly and open.

studied at a Catholic University which
was ecumenical, idealistic and open to
new ideas. She had friends at an
Episcopalian church which had a
lecture from an expert in world affairs
over coffee each Sunday morning. We
all saw Anglican Archbishop Michael
Curry speak out against President
Trump’s photo-opportunity
brandishing a Bible in front of an
Anglican Church ‘for partisan political
purposes’. Many idealistic Americans
quietly get on with living their Christian
lives in a way that we would recognize.

Therefore, the current presidential
election can appear baffling, and the role
of the Christian Church in this process
mystifying. I am baffled by the hatred and Archbishop Curry preaching at Prince Harry and But even this is more complicated than
Meghan Markle’s wedding
division revealed in that great country,
it seems. Some US Catholic bishops are
and mystified because the faith taught by
stridently critical of Pope Francis for
some of the churches bears no relation to what most of us
his greater openness to the divorced. Some bishops have left
believe. Democracy in the USA appears different from our
the Episcopalian Church to found the ‘Anglican Church of North
political system. In 2016, for example, Hillary Clinton received America’, primarily because of ECUSA’s support of gay people.
three million more votes than her rival, but the election was
And the Jewish community that generally supports Israel’s
won by 78,000 votes from only three counties in Wisconsin,
annexation of Arab land in the West Bank includes ‘Jewish
Pennsylvania, and Michigan. I am perplexed by a campaign that Voices for Peace’ and others who wish to build bridges across
is characterised by lies and abuse, to the extent that one
the Muslim/Jewish divide.
candidate – standing on the
platform of Law and Order - told
Why is America so divided? It is a
his supporters in one state to
country of opposites: rural versus
cast two votes. It is not
urban, fundamentalists versus
controversial to say that Donald
liberals, and a free-for-all
Trump is a divisive figure, and
economy which encourages
some Americans appear happy
extreme wealth but allows great
to believe his assertions that
poverty, as described by the
have no evidence to support
veteran travel writer Paul
them. Many US citizens say that
Theroux in Deep South, where he
the election is a battle for the
details aspects of the Southern
soul of their country, to see
States as more like Africa than his
whether conservative values,
own country. Professor Sandel,
individual freedom and gunthe American philosopher, says
ownership will win over liberal values, health care for all and a ‘the mistake is on those who fostered the deep anger and
more equal society.
resentment that led to [Trump’s] election … Donald Trump is
not the cause of the eclipse of the common good but a
So what about the Church? In terms of church attendance,
symptom of it.’ (quoted in The Tablet, 5/9/20).
America is one of the Western world’s most religious countries,
and in some cities there appears to be a church on every
The churches reflect these divisions: the liberal churches are
corner. Traditional denominations like Roman Catholics,
often prosperous and reflect the global outward-looking
Methodists and Episcopalians (Anglicans) are well represented, America, whereas the White Evangelical churches give a home
but much larger numbers are found in the independent mega- to – among others – those who have been left behind in the rat
churches and with the Southern Baptists. It is those who make race but feel especially proud to be American, as revealed by
up the ‘White Evangelical Christian’ vote which is continuing to the US flag that stands next to the cross in many churches. The
put its weight behind Donald Trump. They are deeply
liberal churches emphasize the justice and inclusiveness found
traditional in their literal interpretation of the Bible and
in the Bible, while the Evangelical churches focus on the verses
generally reject scientific arguments, for instance, about
that teach individual salvation and particular moral certainties.
evolution. They also seem to take a fundamentalist view of the Each has difficulty understanding the other.
American constitution, especially about the right to bear arms.
They are horrified by the high rate of abortion, but less
Our hope must be that the man who is elected president on
horrified by the fact that four times as many Americans are
November 3rd attempts to heal America’s divisions, and that
killed by guns each year than in any other advanced nation.
people of faith can reach out to each other and find the
common good.
All this is very different from experiences of mainline church
life in the US that my wife Angela had. For six months she
Vincent Ashwin
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Religious Disobedience

I

t is a truism to say that the
pandemic has revealed a number
of alarming truths about the nature
of our society and politics. For the
first time, in some time, the
institutions and the ideas that govern
the liberal international order have
been called into question through a
succession of crises. As millions
accepted restrictions on their civil
liberties that were unthinkable just
months ago, governments that pride
themselves on being the most
efficient and effective in the world
have crumbled under the pressure of
a public health crisis and subsequent
social unrest.

Thoreau, born in 1817, was a
prominent New England
transcendentalist and in his
‘Resistance to Civil Government’
argued in favour of defiance against
an unjust state. His philosophy of
civil disobedience, born out of an
opposition to the government of
antebellum America and its
permission of slavery. Thoreau
stands as a prophet of just
disobedience against an institution
that upholds an unjust cause. ‘There
A protester in Kenosha, Wisconsin, following the shooting of will never be a really free and
Jacob Blake
enlightened State’, Thoreau wrote,
‘until the State comes to recognize
the individual as a higher and independent power, from which all
In their new book, The Wake Up Call, John Micklethwait and
its own power and authority are derived’. Thoreau’s words
Adrian Wooldridge outline how the pandemic has revealed the
resonate with us today. He tells us that, where we witness
West’s weaknesses. The failures of Western governments to
injustice, we have a duty to be disobedient, because inaction
respond to the demand of the coronavirus pandemic, they write, makes one complicit. Like Jesus, overturning the tables of the
have revealed the liberal-democratic system of government to be moneylenders in the Temple, where we witness the desecration of
dysfunctional and inefficient. It makes for sober reading, but
God’s creation, we must respond with decisive action.
Micklethwait and Wooldridge accurately identify the terror that
the pandemic has unleashed, and the alarming failure of our
Taine takes a less positive view of responding to conflict with
political system to address it.
further conflict. Born in 1828, Taine watched in horror the violent
anarchy of the Paris Commune, and in The Origins of
Perhaps more than any development to come out of the last few Contemporary France he explained how social disorder leads to
months, however, the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis and
more, not less, injustice. He tells us that the disruption caused by
the resulting riots have shaken the anglophone world to its very
popular uprising, designed to promote liberty, merely transfers
core. The principles of meritocracy, democracy, and the rule of law power into the hands of illiberal leaders. ‘[W]ith too much faith in
upon which our societies are founded appear have been thrown
the rights of man’, he wrote, people allow themselves to become
into doubt. On one side we are faced with a pandemic – the
repressed by leaders who speak of equality, but to whom equality
responses to which impact our vulnerable neighbours the most;
means the oppression of all people equally. A more careful
and on the other we must contend with being told that our culture approach is required, Taine tells us, to avoid ideological
alienates our neighbours because of the colour of their skin.
abstractions and riotous behaviour, out of which tyrants emerge.
He sends us a warning from history about how easy it is for
As such, millions have taken to the streets to call for an end to
tyranny to run amok. Such a warning no longer seems out of date.
injustice in the most effective way available. Peaceful marches
have, however, turned into violent riots. The city of Portland has
It is hard to consolidate the desire to see wrongs rectified with the
seen over one hundred nights of protests which have now turned need for social stability. Taking on board the ideas of both Thoreau
into anarchic rioting, resulting in arson attacks and the death of
and Taine, we might find a way to speak out against the injustices
one protester. Recent estimates show that the looting and
we see, while remaining wary of ideologies that claim to easily fix
vandalism which hijacked peaceful protests in 140 cities across the them. As such, the deeply political life of Jesus remains an example
United States may have cost residents and businesses up to $2
to us today. He disturbed the systems that perpetuated wrongs
billion overall.
while maintaining his mercy and meekness. The peaceful
resistance of Jesus, and its world-changing impacts that we live
If, like me, you spent lockdown in Southwell then, like me, you
amongst two thousand years later, speaks of hope in a time of
have experienced the pandemic and its accompanying social
strife.
unrest in a uniquely privileged position. I have found myself
considering the position of the Church in contending with the civil
Owen Sparkes
conflict that has emerged in recent months. How are we to
respond to such visceral evidence of oppression on our fellow
man? Is destructive protest something that we can support if we
Owen was Southwell Minster’s Head Chorister between September
perceive the cause to be right?
and December 2011, and Head Boy of the Minster School between
2013 and 2014. He was recently awarded an MPhil in Political
Answers to these questions lie in the ideas of great minds of the
Thought and Intellectual History at St. John’s College, Cambridge ,
past. The works of Henry David Thoreau and Hippolyte Adolphe
and is currently sitting the Barristers Training Course at
Taine provide insights into the Christian response to riotous unrest
Nottingham Law School.
for a moral cause.
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Legacy of the Dream
Bishop Stephen Oliver reflects and revisits

I

n the summer of 1988 I flew to Atlanta, Georgia, to interview
Martin Luther King’s four children for a series of BBC
programmes to mark the quarter of a century since the famous ‘I
have a dream’ speech was delivered in Washington on August
28th 1963. I am ashamed to confess now that naivety and
ignorance led me to believe that the legacy of the dream would
be pretty self- evident, if not yet fully achieved. I thought the
battle was won even if unpleasant skirmishes flared up from
time to time. After all, the Supreme Court had already ruled in
1954 that racial segregation in schools was unconstitutional. The
following year Rosa Parks famously refused to move when the
bus driver ordered her to relinquish her seat in the ‘black’
section of his bus to a white person. A year- long boycott of the
buses in Montgomery resulted in the Supreme Court striking
down the bus segregation laws of Alabama as unconstitutional.
And, of course, fifteen years after King’s assassination, the
United States inaugurated the Martin Luther King Day as a
federal holiday to be held each year on the date of his birthday.
Surely, all this indicated some measure of progress both in law
and in the national psyche. When I talked at some length with
Martin Luther King’s widow Coretta and the four, now adult,
children I came to understand that the toxic nature of racism
was very far from being overcome.
At the time, all this seemed far away across the Atlantic. Yet, I
reminded myself that, over here, in 1963, Paul Stephenson, a
social worker, led a similar bus boycott against the Bristol
Omnibus Company for their refusal to employ any person of
colour. Even now, when in Southwell Minster two years ago, I
sat embraced by the sublime cello music of Sheku KannehMason, I marvelled that such achievement was possible in spite
of the past discrimination experienced by his father and the lack
of appropriate role models for himself. All this to say nothing of
Marcus Rashford’s amazing initiative on food poverty this
summer.

fountain. There are photographs of Memphis sanitation workers
silently carrying their placards reading the simple affirmation ‘I
am a man’ in a city that treated them much the same as the
garbage they carried each day. ‘Don’t look back. You ain’t goin’
there’ was their daily mantra.
The museum commemorates Jimmie Lee Jackson shot by a state
trooper whilst taking part in a peaceful march for voting rights in
1965. Martin Luther King spoke at his funeral:
“Jimmie Lee Jackson was murdered by the brutality of every
sheriff who practices lawlessness in the name of the law. He was
murdered by the irresponsibility of every politician…who has fed
his constituents the stale bread of hatred and the spoiled meat
of racism…”
In the shadow of events this past summer you might wonder, as
indeed do I from time to time, whether anything much has
changed at all?
Martin Luther King was in no doubt of the magnitude of the
mountain that needs to be climbed and recent events confirm
that realism. He himself was no naive dreamer but he did have a
dream and to the end he kept faith with the dream that, for him,
was universal:
“With this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountain of
despair the stone of hope….With this faith we will be able to
work together, to pray together, to struggle together…to stand
up for freedom together, knowing that we will be free one
day….When this happens we will be able to speed up that day
when all of God’s children black men and white men, Jews and
Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands
and sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual :
Free at last, free at last!
Thank God Almighty, we are free at last!”

Fast forward to last February when my wife and I went
on a business trip to Memphis. I was able to meet the
impressive Bishop of West Tennessee, Phoebe Roaf. She
is a former lawyer and a graduate of Harvard and
Princeton Universities. As both a person of colour and a
woman she knows what it takes, in the face of
discrimination and prejudice, to overcome the
mountains of obstruction. In the days after Martin Luther
King was shot on the balcony of the Lorraine Motel in
Memphis the city was in turmoil. A group of clergy
marched from the episcopal Cathedral to confront the
Mayor who had called in the National Guard. Bishop
Phoebe showed me a photograph taken from behind the
Mayor as he berated the group of clergy. Underneath his
desk a large shotgun can clearly be seen.
The Lorraine Motel in Memphis is now part of the Civil
Rights Museum. The impact the museum makes lies in
the power of the stories it tells. There is a letter, sent to
a black student asking her not to attend the graduation
photograph and ‘spoil it for everyone else’. There is the
story of the black soldier, still in uniform, severely
beaten for drinking from a ‘whites only’ drinking

Outside the Loraine Hotel
and the room where Martin Luther King was shot
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From Japanese POW to Bishop
Mike Kirton of Southwell Local History Society recalls a notable figure,
with acknowledgements to Bishop Darby’s widow Betty, his daughter Mary,
his son Mark and Canon David Keene:

T

he Rt Revd Richard (Dick) Darby was born in Andover on
28 February 1919 to William and Miriam Darby, who
were Salvation Army officers. Later that year, Dick and his older
brother William travelled to China with their missionary
parents. His sister Grace was born two years later. The mission
was to offer aid to child victims of famine and flood. For a time,
they worked alongside Gladys Aylward whose story was told in
Alan Burgess’s book, The Small Woman, and inspired the 1958
film, The Inn of the Sixth Happiness. Aylward was noted for her
work as a ‘foot inspector’ - enforcing the law against the foot
binding of Chinese girls.

and Dick was often called upon
by his men to read passages to
them. During free time Dick set
to work on comparing the Book
of Common Prayer, 1662, and
the proposed 1928 version. His
extensive work is recorded in
neat handwriting on Japanese
acquired notepaper and bound
in khaki material taken from his
military shorts.

The young Darby was brought up in an atmosphere of
community service. He was a chorister at the Cathedral School
in Shanghai. After a short period as a trainee accountant, he
joined the Hong Kong Customs Service for a much more exciting
time working with the anti-drug naval patrols. In 1939 he
enrolled with the Hong Kong Volunteer Defence Corps (HKVDC),
rising to the rank of sergeant, in charge of one of their two Bren
guns. Dick’s brother joined the British army and his sister
became a nurse. Following his mother’s death in 1936, his
father continued his missionary work in China.

Captivity confirmed to Dick his
long-term desire to become a
Dick Darby later in later life
priest, and in 1946 he was
accepted by the Church and enrolled for a BA course at St
John’s College, Durham. He married Betty in 1949, who he had
met through the Church, and who survives him. Dick was
appointed a deacon in 1950 and ordained a priest in 1951.
There followed periods at Leyton, Harlow, Colchester, Waltham
Abbey, and Battle. Whilst at Waltham Abbey Dick added to its
history by writing and producing The Pictorial History of
Waltham Abbey. He was installed as a Bishop Suffragan of
The HKVDC was responsible to the Hong Kong Government. It
Sherwood in 1975 and lived at Halam. One of the reasons for
was run on British Army lines, numbered around 2200 officers
his appointment was said to be his experience of working in a
and men, and his early experience was very similar to that of a coalmine, and he often visited pits in the diocese. He served as
UK territorial volunteer. In late 1941 all that changed. As the
a bishop in this diocese until his retirement in 1989, when he
Japanese approached Hong Kong, the HKVDC saw light action in moved to Claypole and became an assistant bishop in the
the New Territories but were more heavily engaged on Hong
diocese of Lincoln. Bishop Richard died in 1993 and is
Kong Island during the battle of Wong Nai Chung Gap and
remembered for his interest in vintage vehicles, his friendliness,
Stanley. Casualties were heavy with 289 listed as missing or
and good humour of which amusing stories abound. At one big
killed in action, and most of the survivors, including Dick, were occasion he stopped mid-sermon, turned round, and turning
taken POW when Hong Kong fell. He remained a prisoner until back said, ‘Don’t worry, I was just checking that the Provost was
the Japanese surrender. His sister Grace was also taken prisoner still awake’. Dick Darby, who witnessed and suffered more than
and interned in the Stanley Civil Internment Camp whereas Dick many as a POW, was forever grateful he survived to see the sun
was treated as military prisoner. He spent some time in the
rise for many years.
Hong Kong POW Camp working as slave labour on the Kai Tak
Airport runway. Records show that he was transferred to the
Tokyo POW Camp in May 1944, before being transferred as
slave labour to work in a coalmine at the Sendai POW Camp. It
was from Sendai that he was liberated and repatriated to the
UK in 1945.
Life at Sendai was hard, and many POWs died of malnutrition
due to the meagre rice rations. Dick had been brought up on
rice and his body was able to cope with it. Nevertheless, his
weight plummeted to just over six stones. Work in the mine was
punishing. Each team was tasked with hewing 20 tons of coal
per shift - some days they worked 20 hours to achieve their
quota. The guards often dealt out harsh punishment to add to
their misery.
Religion played a part during Dick’s incarceration. When he was
transferred to the Sendai Slave camp the padre passed him a
copy of the Bible and suggested that it was used. Indeed, it was,

Dick Darby and fellow POWs on their release in 1945
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Former Head Chorister wins a
Composing Competition

T

wenty-year old George Parris, of Kinoulton, has won the Bingham and District Choral
Society Composing Competition. He wins a prize of £500, and the choir will give the
premiere of his piece, hopefully in 2021, if choirs are able to be singing again by then.
The competition, open to composers under 30 from the East Midlands, was to write a
setting of words from the Psalms, lasting between eight and twelve minutes for choir and
piano. For the performance George will now orchestrate it for an ensemble of instruments.
This is the first time the choir has run a Composing Competition, and the judges were very
pleased with the standard of the entries. The judges were Guy Turner, the choir's
conductor, Ellie Martin, conductor of Mansfield Choral Society, and Lowdham-based
composer, David Machell.
George's piece is a setting of words from Psalm 7, and, in the words of one of the judges, is
'lyrical without being old-fashioned, with plenty of variety, and very singable.' another judge said, 'It had a huge sense of warmth and
hope, and took me to quite a dreamy place.'
George, a former head chorister at Southwell Minster, is about to go into his third year studying music at Manchester University. He
plays piano and cello but singing continues to be a major part of his life. In 2019 he sang as part of the BBC Proms Youth Choir. He is
also involved in Musical Theatre and has been musical director of the new musical 'Avengers: Ensemble', which, following a successful
production in Manchester, was due to be performed at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe this year – though of course this was not possible
because of the pandemic. He hopes to take the show there in 2021.
Further details about the competition, and about Bingham and District Choral Society's activities in general, can be found of the choir's
website:
http://www.binghamchoral.org.uk/
For additional information contact Guy Turner guyscottturner@gmail.com 01636 816393

Pause for Thought

F

or the last few years there has been a Thought for the
Week in the Minster's Pew News. Here are two quotes
from 2016.
Creation
We need a community of insight as we face environmental challenges, and I believe that the spiritual dimension is crucial here.
Our generation is characterised by lack of awareness which causes us to waste the beauty of the world. When we are out of communion with creation the results are seen in ecological distress.
So, we need holistic thinking, restoring the perspective given to
us by the symbolism in Genesis 2, in which God forms the 'adam',
the 'earth creature', out of the very dust. It is vital to tackle our
crisis of awareness in order to stop further fragmentation between us and our world.
Bishop Richard Chartres, in a lecture given at St Mary's Church,
Teddington, March 2011.
Readiness for dying

be, then we need to ask ourselves why not? What difference will it
make if I live a few moments more? What do I feel I still need to
do, the accomplishment of which will then allow me to say, 'OK,
now I'm ready'? We may be surprised at the answer. To be spiritually awake is to live each day as if it were the first and might be the
last, rather than living in a past that we regret or in a future that
may never happen.

Given the stubborn inevitability of death, we should ask ourselves,
at the dawn of each new day, whether we are ready to die, right Nicholas Buxton, 'The Wilderness Within’, Canterbury Press, 2014,
here, right now? And if the answer is no, as it almost certainly will pp. 21-2.
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St Cuthbert – a selfless life

I

n an age when the media tries to
seduce us into an almost
reverential admiration for so called
celebrities, it has been joyous , during
the pandemic, to read and hear about
the everyday heroes who have given
so much to others. NHS workers and
people in local communities have
been the true celebrities.

to his yearning for a quieter, more
contemplative and isolated life and spent
most of his time as a hermit on the remote
island if Inner Farne where St Aidan had lived
before him. Like St Francis, he loved animals
and the natural world, and he found peace
living with the elements and ‘far from the
madding crowd’. However, people would still
take a boat out to the island to consult with
him or ask for healing!

Another true hero, St Cuthbert, is
possibly one of the most revered of all
the saints from these islands. He is
venerated above all for his life of selfsacrifice, humility, and devotion to
God. If you have visited Durham
Cathedral, you will have seen his tomb
which has been there since 955. He
was born c.634, incidentally, the same
year that Aidan founded the
monastery at Lindisfarne, and brought
up near Melrose in Scotland where, as
a youngster, he was often employed
to guard the sheep at the nearby
Abbey.

In 684, aged about fifty, his retirement came
to an end when he was invited to by King
Ecgfrith and the Church to take up the
position of Bishop of Lindisfarne. His
consecration took place at York at Easter in
685. This was, however, set to be another
brief episode in his life as he became ill and
sensed that death was near. In 687 he
returned to Inner Farne where he died on
March 20 .
Interestingly, several years after his death
when his coffin was opened his body was
found to be ‘incorrupt,’ meaning that it
hadn’t decomposed. As a result of this
miracle, he soon became a venerated saint
and the seeds of the cult of St Cuthbert were
sown. In 793 he monastery at Lindisfarne
suffered a Viking raid and after further
attacks the monks left taking Cuthbert’s
remains and relics with them, Eventually,
Durham became the final resting place and
his tomb has remained there ever since.

At the age of eighteen, looking into
the night sky he had a vision of a
human soul being transported to
heaven by angels, and later discovered
that in fact St Aidan first Bishop of
Lindisfarne had died. He was brought
up in the Celtic tradition and he was
admitted as a novice at Melrose,
spending the next thirteen years
there. (Sadly in 869 the abbey was
raided and soon fell into disrepair). He
briefly took up a role as master of
Ripon before eventually returning to
Melrose to become Prior.
At the time, the conflict between
Celtic and Roman Christianity was rife
and, as we now know, at The Synod of
Whitby in 664 it was agreed that
Britain should adopt the Roman
tradition. Cuthbert acquiesced,
despite his belief in the Celtic
principles and doctrines. In fact, he
never really abandoned them in his
daily life of preaching, missionary work
and healing the sick.

Melrose Abbey

Today, St Cuthbert is still celebrated not just
in the North East of England but worldwide as
a man who devoted his life to the service of
ordinary people, inspiring them to adopt a
new religious tradition and the importance
of leading a pure life of self-sacrifice, pared
down to the basics of love and caring.
St Cuthbert remains a true celebrity and
hero.
Tom Hislop

He was assigned to Lindisfarne,
probably at the age of about thirty,
where he continued his work in
converting people to the Roman
tradition, making a huge impact with
his cheerfulness, humility, and dignity.
However, his time there was to be
short lived for in 676 he finally gave in
St Cuthbert’s Shrine in Durham Cathedral
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Praying, Sowing, Serving & Growing
Rev Chris Pearse reflects upon his first year in Southwell Deanery

A

s I write this piece it is almost a year
to the day that I was licenced as
Priest-in-charge of Farnsfield, Kirklington
(with Hockerton), Maplebeck and
Winkburn. And what a year it’s been. After
an exciting first six months with our AfterSchool Church Connect beginning,
relationships building, our whole world along with everyone else’s – was rocked
and reordered. Whilst everyone’s
experiences over the last few months have
been different, and some have found it a
helpful time to rebalance, it has been a
hugely difficult time for many others:
parents at home suddenly playing teacher
alongside other commitments, those who
live alone or due to illness have had to
isolate for long periods, those whose jobs
and livelihoods have been threatened or
who have been separated from loved ones
in their final hours, and our children and
young people who have experienced the
most unsettling of times. Let us continue
to hold them in our prayers.

been set back a little, we have been
seeking to discern and make the most of
the opportunities that these challenging
times have given rise to and have slowly
been picking up some of the things we’d
necessarily laid down for a while.

St Michael’s, Farnsfield

It has also been difficult for our
farmers. For some it has been the
worst wheat harvest for forty
years. Storms and floods,
followed by dry spells and
drought have not made for good
growth. In farming communities
such as ours this matters. Let us
continue to pray for our farmers.

During September, at the start of what
always feels like a ‘new year’ of sorts, we
felt it important to revisit again our core
values as a church of Praying, Sowing,
Serving & Growing. These are the markers
which, when we talked them over twelve
months ago, we sensed would be
important if we are to be the church
community God is calling us to be and see
his Kingdom grow. One of the things my
wife and I have been getting to grips with
this year has been the size of our garden
and we’ve been amazed by how quickly
the bushes and branches reappear once
they’ve been cut back. The more a tree is
pruned the quicker and better it
will grow. In our own lives and in
the lives of our churches there has
been some pruning back in recent
months hasn’t there? We’ve had
to let go of certain things and
been forced to remember again
that we live as those who are
dependant upon God and each
other.
But this pruning back, as always,
allows new growth to come. And
as we offer ourselves to God again
– committing ourselves to prayer,
cultivating generosity, offering
ourselves in service to Him and to
each other – I am convinced we
will see this new growth emerge.

In a similar way the conditions of
the year have challenged our
growth and harvest as churches.
Live, online worship direct from the Vicarage.
For a time, the doors of our
“We
never imagined we’d be doing this during our
church buildings were shut. Our
first year in Farnsfield.”
services halted. Our plans put on
hold. We had to adapt quickly and
rethink what it means to be the church of Christ, committing
As Jesus says in John 15: ‘I am the true vine, and my Father is the
ourselves to praying and serving our communities in a new way.
gardener… every branch that bears fruit he prunes so that it will be
even more fruitful’. Our great God can bring growth even in the
And yet even in the midst of the challenges for our churches there hardest of times. He the God who specialises in bringing beauty
have been opportunities too. The forced move online, though
from ashes, hope from despair, rivers in the wastelands. So, whilst
difficult for some, enabled new people to take part in regular
it’s been a challenging few months, and whilst the challenges and
worship and others to return. There has been a renewed desire
strangeness seem set to continue for a while, let’s continue to
from many to explore questions of life, faith and meaning.
abide in the Vine and look to the Gardener.
According to one report, one third of young adults aged between
18 and 34 had watched or listened to an online or broadcast
Let’s continue to be kind to one another, to be gracious and
religious service over recent months, and one in five said they had caring, looking out for our neighbours and our friends. Let’s
never attended church previously. Many of all ages have been
continue to make the most of the opportunities there are to share
turning to prayer.
the love of Jesus with others both in word and in deed. And let’s
continue to trust in the goodness and power of our God, praying
There are many things here for every church community to
fervently, sowing generously, and serving graciously that we might
consider as we begin to establish a new normal and seek ways of see God at work and see new life and growth emerge in ways we
reaching out and sharing the good news of Jesus afresh in our
never imagined.
generation. Here in Farnsfield, although our plans and hopes have
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The Potting Shed
A July 2020 update from Rev Alison Jones
‘Forget the former things;
do not dwell on the past.
See, I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?
I am making a way in the wilderness
and streams in the wasteland.’
(Isaiah 43:18-19a)

T

he Potting Shed was commissioned in Autumn 2017 to be a
pioneering rural church, particularly connecting with those
who are not part of a church community. Our prayer was to be a
welcoming community that made Jesus known to individuals and
families of all ages who came into our midst. And it was hoped we
might be a Resourcing church, serving, encouraging and ‘giving
ourselves away’ to churches in the wider rural area.

marriages in this time. And there have been opportunities to meet
one-to-one via Zoom for discipleship and encouragement.
God, through these verses from the prophet Isaiah, promised to
Beginning in a home in Norwell Woodhouse, with monthly
care for his people, at the same time pointing them to a very new
Gatherings in a marquee in the garden, we were soon offered a
Barn as a temporary home, whilst we continued to pray and listen chapter in his rescue story for them as a nation - with the coming
of Jesus. Similarly, we have sensed God caring for those he has
to God for the way forward.
gathered into The Potting Shed community, whilst boldly casting
our imagination for the ‘new thing’ that he is doing in his wider
In the meantime, we were delighted that individuals and families
began to make their home with us. Some with faith in Jesus, drawn church at this time.
perhaps to an informal way of ‘being church’. Others with an
As lockdown moves into a new phase, and as we plan for the
experience of church life, but not connected to a local church.
Autumn, we are poised to explore next steps for us as a church.
Whilst still others were drawn into our midst who were asking
This begins with us planning for a permanent ‘dwelling’ for our
questions about life and faith, who have since journeyed to a place church family, that at the same time might provide for us being a
of faith in Jesus!
‘resource’ to the rural church and communities around us, building
In the months before lockdown we were also encouraged to see
some of those new to faith, joining in with their local village
churches, bringing an excitement about what they’d discovered,
and a desire to join in with God’s purposes in those settings.
Lockdown then gave us another pioneering experience! Along with
other churches, we’ve been working out how to be a worshipping
community that continues to encounter God and be transformed
by him when we are not able to meet to pray, to worship, to
engage with God’s word, to share bread and wine and to welcome
others into our midst. But since before lockdown,
and in the months that have passed, the verses
above from the prophet Isaiah have seemed very
poignant to us.
Lockdown has been such a challenging and painful
time for so many. However, we do sense that God
has been continuing to work out his good plans and
purposes through this time. We have been
encouraged by the way video has been refining the
shape of our Sunday worship, which we seek to be
All Age and accessible for those at every stage of
faith. At the same time we’ve begun meeting
separately midweek as children and adults via Zoom
– ‘Potting Shed Kids - Rise and Shine!’ and ‘Midweek
at The Potting’ Shed on a Wednesday evening, to
enable us to dig deeper into the passage from
Sunday and allow the Holy Spirit to apply it to our
lives. We’ve also continued the Alpha Course and run
one complete (and currently a second!) Marriage
Course for those wishing to strengthen their

on all that God has lead us in and shown us so far.
So more pioneering steps and exciting times lie ahead! But we can
trust that the God of ‘new things’ will send the Holy Spirit ahead of
us, ‘making a way in the wilderness’. Please do pray for us or join in
with us this Autumn via our ‘Potting Shed Life’ weekly newsletter
with a weekly devotional. Contact us via email:
office@thepottingshedchurch.org or look up our website
www.thepottingshed.org
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Work at the Chapter House
Philip Dixon, Cathedral Archaeologist brings us up to date

D

uring the past year a series of
excavations have taken place inside
and outside the Chapter House at the
Minster. Their purpose has been to identify
the cause of the problem of salt damage to
the lower walls of the building, and if possible
to stop it.
Small cuttings made in 2018 showed that the
stone floor was laid, probably around 1870,
over a rough limecrete pebble floor, which
was likely to be a replacement for the original
beautiful coloured tile floor of the building.
This rough floor probably belongs to a period
between the abandonment of the Collegiate
church about 1580, and the aftermath of the
Civil War in the later 17th century,
when the Archbishop’s palace was
burnt and deserted, and Southwell
became a mere parish church in a poor
state.

of the Chapter House, pottery, including
sherds from the 13th to the 19th century,
nearly 100 iron fragments, mostly coffin
nails, and a massive bolt from a thick
medieval door, which may well have been
the original door closing the Chapter House
passage against the choir of the church.
Significant too were the numerous offcuts of
finely worked stone, suggestive that the
blocks of the floor of 1870 had been finished
off on site; many stones of this floor showed
a careful tapering to allow them to be slid
tightly into place. The Victorian restoration
work by Ewan Christian, about which
surprisingly little is known beyond that
published by Harold Brooke in his
booklet Closed for Business, must have
involved a substantial works yard, but
we do not at present know where that
was. Looking at the material examined
by the SCAG team, our best guess is
that it was in the vicinity of the former
school site, now Higgon’s Mead, where
there was available a collection of
objects which made up the Victorian
levelling of the interior, sand, pebbles
and the worked limestone from the
flooring blocks, together with an
outstanding object from the debris, a
silver denarius from the period 141-161
AD.

Silver Denarius

In January 2020, in a small cutting to
the immediate East of the Chapter
House, we found to our surprise that
the buttresses had been built first, up
to a height of about 10 feet, and then
left for a while, probably to make sure
that they were robust enough to stand
the thrust of the vault without tipping
over. Only when they were sure that
this was the case did the builders join
the buttresses together with the
walling between them, under the
windows, where there were fewer
problems of weight loading.

This brief account is written while the
work is still in hand, and we hope more
will be discovered in the next few
weeks. In the meantime, the work of
Sifting
At the beginning of the works it had
the craftsmen from Crofts and the
been decided by the architect that problems in the Chapter House volunteers from SCAG has given us a rare view of the original
would be solved by the introduction of underfloor heating, which building of the Chapter House, and the alterations made to it in
involved the insertion of a network of narrow pipes below the
the final stages of its life.
floor. The discovery that the Victorian floor is composed of
thick slabs of masonry (up to 200 mm thick) above the hard
pebble limecrete floor, leaves little room for the heating pipes.
Some advantage was gained by cutting the floor blocks down
to a uniform 60 mm thickness, and by reducing the height of
any irregularities in the limecrete floor, leaving just enough
space to insert the pipes.
All this work by a team from Crofts Conservation produced a
considerable quantity of spoil, amounting to many as 1200
bags of 25 kg each. It was at once apparent that this material
included objects disturbed by the trenches of the present
heating system, which was probably inserted c.1920.
The spoil thus needed to be examined, and a team of
volunteers from the Southwell Community Archaeology Group
(SCAG) offered their help to sieve and retrieve objects. Despite
the weather, which included burning heat and heavy rain, the
team managed to retrieve a fascinating collection of artefacts.
These, when added to those revealed by the workmen lifting
the blocks, include fragments of skull, arm bones, teeth and a
rib. These came from a disturbed burial just outside the door

Removing the Victorian Floor
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Jubilee
An edited version of the sermon given at Southwell Minster on Climate Sunday
by The Precentor, Canon Richard Frith.
Text: Matthew 18:21–35

in a recent publication. Apparently, worldwide wildlife
populations plunged by 68% between 1970 and 2016. Possibly the
ne of the most intriguing religious ideas of ancient Israel
most frightening statistic I can ever remember reading; two-thirds
was that of Jubilee. According to the Book of Leviticus,
of the world’s wildlife wiped out in my lifetime. Life around us is
every fifty years all the land in Israel that had been bought and
dying, screaming, as it were, for mercy. Humans are not
sold was to be restored to whom it traditionally belonged. Anyone unaffected. We know that those who are suffering most from the
who had become a slave because of debt was to be freed and
effects of climate change; wildfires, rising sea levels encroaching
allowed to return home. It was to be a year in which everyone
on vulnerable coastal communities, effects upon traditional forms
was to be given the chance of a new start, wiping out the mistakes of agriculture – are once again the global poor.
and misfortunes of past years, even past generations.
In political and economic terms this would be dynamite. If such a In keeping Climate Sunday, it is suggested churches end their
thing were to be proposed today, it would be decried as absurdly services with an expression of commitment to act on the
communistic by all but the most extreme Left. In fact, there is no challenges facing our planet. I have resisted that. It is always easy
biblical evidence that it actually happened. Perhaps it was just too to say these things, and then walk away and do nothing. But we
radical, but the notion of Jubilee remains a potent and beguiling
can’t walk away and do nothing. There are some of us within the
one which crops up across time. The most notable recent example Minster community who feeling that our rural setting and our
is the Jubilee Debt Campaign, which led to the cancellation of
incomparable Chapter House leaves call us, particularly, to speak
$100bn of debt owed by the world’s poorest nations in 1999.
of the urgency of these questions to the Church and to the world.
What that looks like will be a matter for continued discernment.
Today we celebrate Climate Sunday, part of the Season of
We will need to walk the walk as well as talking the talk.
Creation which begins on 1 September and culminates in the feast Nevertheless, this year has given us a start. 2020 provides an
of St Francis of Assisi on 4 October, this year our own Harvest
opportunity to pause, to reset, a moment of Jubilee. We have
Festival. The chosen theme for the season in 2020 is ‘Jubilee for
glimpsed the possibility of things being different. We know that it
the Earth’. The past few months have shaken us out of
will be costly, because mercy always is. We know that it will
complacency. The word ‘normal’ is difficult to use without
involve changes to the way we live that are comparable with the
wondering just what it means. Earlier in the year, during full
sacrifices we have all had to make this year. Can we now do this?
lockdown, we enjoyed a beautiful spring. Many who were able to Can we grasp this moment of Jubilee, for the sake of our common
get out for their daily exercise felt a sense of sabbath, of nature
home, the earth; for the sake of the mercy of God?
breathing, spreading its wings, without cars, planes, and all the
other things that interfere with hearing and fully appreciating the
world around us. Sadly, this brief pause has had little or no effect
on the inexorable growth in carbon emissions. Nevertheless,
many of us have experienced a reset of our relationship with the
natural world. This provides an opportunity for what we might call
a ‘moment of Jubilee’.

O

Essential to the idea of Jubilee is the notion of mercy. In purely
financial terms, remitting a debt makes no sense. It was enjoined
on the people of Israel by God because mercy, not judgement,
was to be the watchword of that divinely ordered society;
because that is the only way a society can ever be a really healthy
one. Mercy is a holy imperative. Today’s gospel reading, which is
in the tradition of Jubilee, is a vivid illustration. The debt forgiven
by the king to his slave is astronomically high – well over half a
million pounds in today’s money. But the king cancels the debt –
only, of course, for the slave to go out and throttle his fellow-slave
who owed him what was, in comparison, a paltry sum – a few
thousand pounds in today’s terms. We can easily understand
king’s anger. It is a sacred obligation to show mercy, as we have
had mercy shown to us. Jesus’ final words make this clear. If we
have experienced God’s mercy, then showing mercy to others is
not optional.
We have received God’s mercy – in creation, in Jesus Christ. Even
in these difficult times, most will recognise this. It is not so
immediately clear that environmental issues are also issues of
mercy. Yet the suffering of our world has been vividly highlighted
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CATHEDRAL SHOP
A warm, friendly welcome awaits you…
Please call in to browse our range of gifts, cards, church
requisites, Christian books, music and much more!
Advent
books

Gifts

Advent calendars

Newly released books

OPEN TUESDAY – SATURDAY
11AM TO 3PM
or online at southwellminster.org.uk

